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Abstract
Every year avalanches are observed near, or in, Longyearbyen, Svalbard’s largest
settlement, making continuous development of hazard management strategies through
research and experience highly relevant. In this thesis, four real avalanche events in
the 2015/2016 winter season are investigated using a terrestrial laser scanner. The
high-resolution data obtained using this method is used for validation of the twodimensional numerical avalanche model RAMMS. Through analysis of runout
simulations in RAMMS, a limited set of parameters which recreate the observed
runout lengths and impact pressures of the investigated avalanches are validated. The
study shows that RAMMS provides a helpful tool for reproducing runout lengths and
avalanche impact pressures for Svalbard’s unique setting when calibrated using laser
scanned avalanche data. With further work and a larger dataset, guidelines for friction
parameters in RAMMS for use in hazard mapping, avalanche protection measures,
and forecasting of avalanche hazard can be developed.
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Samandrag

Kvart år er snøskred observert nær, eller i Longyearbyen, den største tettstaden på
Svalbard, og gjer ei kontinuerleg utvikling av risikohandtering, gjennom forskning og
erfaring, høgst relevant. I denne oppgåva er fire snøskred frå vintersesongen 20152016 undersøkt og kartlagt med terrestrisk laserskanning. Dataene frå dette,
overflatemodellar med høg oppløysing, er bruka til validering av den to-dimensjonale
numeriske snøskredmodellen RAMMS. Ved analyse av utløpssimuleringar i RAMMS
er eit avgrensa sett parametrar som styrer utløpslengde av snøskred og skredtrykk mot
konstruksjonar validert. Studien syner at RAMMS er eit nyttig verkty for å
reprodusere utløpslengder av snøskred og skredtrykk mot konstruksjonar for det
arktiske Svalbard. Med vidare arbeid og eit større datasett, kan ein utvikle
retningsliner for friksjonsparametrar i RAMMS til bruk i risikokartlegging, vernetiltak
mot snøskred og snøskredvarsling.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Snow avalanches are defined as masses of snow or ice that move rapidly down a
sloping surface (Schweizer et al. 2003). Snow is among the most unstable of earth´s
surficial materials and avalanches can form when a load – freshly fallen or wind
transported snow, for example – is added to an instability in the snowpack (McClung
& Schaerer 2006). The unique character of alpine snow in which avalanches form is
responsible for human enjoyment, but can also cause human losses in addition to
severe property and environmental damage (McClung & Schaerer 2006; RudolfMiklau et al. 2014). Accordingly, avalanche hazard prediction and the installation of
avalanche protection safety measures are important factors for avoiding or reducing
these accidents. This master thesis investigates the possibility of improving avalanche
runout simulations in the dynamical avalanche model RAMMS with a set of
parameters usable for the high arctic conditions characterizing the area in and around
Longyearbyen, Svalbard, with the intention of improving tools for avalanche hazard
mapping.

Svalbard is a Norwegian archipelago, located in the High Arctic in the northwestern
Barents Sea, approximately halfway between the Norwegian mainland and the North
Pole. The study area in this thesis is located in the Nordenskiöld Land region
comprising the area in and around Longyearbyen, Svalbard’s largest settlement. The
relevancy of studying avalanches in this area is high, as avalanches are observed near
Svalbard’s settlements every year. The landscape of the region with plateau
mountains and steep valley sides, favors avalanche formation. Infrastructure is located
in avalanche prone terrain and Longyearbyen has twice experienced fatal avalanche
accidents within the settlement.
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1.2 Avalanche history of Longyearbyen
In June 1953 a slush flow released from Vannledningsdalen in Longyearbyen and
destroyed the old hospital. The slush flow caused three fatalities, and injured another
12 people. This accident is the first recorded fatal avalanche in Longyearbyen, and
was described thoroughly by Liv Balstad (Balstad, 1956), the wife of the governor of
Spitsbergen at that time.

Figure 1: The hospital after the avalanche at Haugen 1953 (Photo from Store Norske
1916-1976. Bilder fra historien om en svalbardbedrift).

The accident initiated the building of protective measures alongside the river, at the
mouth of Vannledningsdalen, to protect the settlement on Haugen. Two about 70 m
long snow fences were also built on the northern side of the valley to protect
infrastructure from snow drift. After the accident in 1953, the river valley was also
excavated with bulldozer every winter to ensure good drainage of water from the
critical upper catchment area. After this tragic event no slush avalanche has occurred
from spring melt except in 1989 when the bulldozing operation was cancelled due to
financial considerations, and a small slush avalanche released. This caused damage on
houses, and infrastructure providing water and heating (Lied & Hestnes 1991). In
January 2012, a mid winter slush avalanche was released in the valley, and the
pedestrian bridge “Perleporten” was destroyed (Eckerstorfer 2012).

2

Figure 2: The pedestrian bridge Perleporten, after the slushflow in 2012 (Photo from
Svalbardposten).

In 1991, the first report on measures towards snow avalanches, slush flows and
snowdrift in Longyearbyen was published by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
(NGI) on assignment from Svalbard Samfunnsdrift A/S (Lied & Hestnes 1991).
Following this initial work, a number of reports have been published by NGI, both
when planning expansion of infrastructure, and also for protecting existing
infrastructure in Longyearbyen. Unfortunately, few of the safety measures have been
put in action because of limited resources (Hestnes et al. 2016). NGI were also called
in on several avalanche accidents occurring in the area around Longyearbyen, and the
reports produced in the aftermath of the avalanches contain some scientific relevance
regarding the meteorological conditions leading up to the events and the specifics of
the avalanche and the snowpack.
On the 19th of December 2015 a fatal avalanche hit the settlement in Longyearbyen.
The avalanche released from a slope located on the lower part of the mountain
Sukkertoppen, Lia.
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Figure 3: The avalanche from Lia where eleven houses were destroyed (Photo from
Svalbardposten, Christopher Engås).

In the avalanche eleven houses were destroyed, 25 people were trapped inside the
demolished buildings, many of them for up to two hours. A massive rescue operation
was quickly initiated, involving the police, fire department, hospital, the Red Cross
and volunteers, and limited the losses to 8 hospitalized and two fatalities. During this
rescue operation it was also decided to evacuate several other areas in town. 225
people were evacuated from 47 houses, and the areas were closed off for passage
(Indreiten & Svarstad 2016). Less than three days later NGI had established an
avalanche warning service in Longyearbyen, monitoring the challenging slopes
surrounding the town (Hestnes et al. 2016). NGI’s daily local forecast was issued until
the end of January, when the public operated national forecast run by the Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) took over and expanded the forecast
area to cover the entire region around Longyearbyen.
On the 21st of February, 2017, in the last month before this thesis was delivered, a
new avalanche from Sukkertoppen hit two apartment buildings in Longyearbyen. The
avalanche released during the day, and eleven people were in the building when it was
hit. Luckily no people were hurt, but the buildings were destroyed. Before the
avalanche NVE, who has the responsibility for avalanche forecasting in Svalbard,
warned about high avalanche danger, but that avalanches would not have long enough
4

runout lengths to reach infrastructure in Longyearbyen. This was a harsh reminder of
the vulnerability of Longyearbyen to avalanches and how important continued snow
and avalanche research is to avoid these accidents in the future.

Figure 4: One of the destroyed buildings in the avalanche 21st of February (Photo
from Svalbardposten).
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1.3 Objectives and aim
This thesis builds upon a foundation of snow and avalanche research in Svalbard to
attempt to better parameterize snow avalanche simulations in the Swiss numerical
avalanche model RAMMS. Using terrestrial laser scanned data of avalanches from
the 2015/2016 winter season as a reference dataset, this work’s specific goal is to
better model avalanche runouts in RAMMS. The main aims of the thesis overall are
to:


Obtain high-resolution point cloud data from avalanches, in a safe and riskfree way, using a terrestrial laser scanner.



Investigate whether well developed methods using terrestrial laser scanner
also can be applicable in an arctic climate.



Define avalanche fracture, release areas and runout lengths using obtained
high-resolution point cloud data, together with complimentary methods as
Structure from Motion photogrammetry.



Test and verify friction parameters in the two-dimensional dynamic avalanche
model RAMMS, using spatial data from four avalanches in the area in and
around Longyearbyen.



Provide a set of Friction parameters, for use in RAMMS, tuned for the “high
arctic maritime snow climate” which characterizes the study area, based on
observed runout lengths from the studied avalanches compared with runout
simulations in RAMMS.



Verify RAMMS ability to simulate impact pressure on infrastructure, for use
in hazard mapping.

As Longyearbyen works to adequately manage avalanche hazard for the settlement,
the results from this work can contribute to the efforts to improve existing hazard
maps, develop permanent avalanche protection measures, and forecast avalanche
hazard in this location.
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2. Scientific background
To understand snow avalanche dynamics it is important to understand the processes
resulting in the formation, growth, and degradation of snow crystals and how these
processes affect the snowpack throughout the winter season. This chapter begins with
an introduction to previous avalanche research in Svalbard before basic snow
avalanche background information is presented to better understand avalanche
formation, with particular focus on the unique snowpack and avalanche conditions in
Svalbard.

2.1 Avalanche research in Svalbard
Historically the research on snow avalanches in Svalbard had a focus on the
geomorphological impact of avalanches and how sediment transport by slush
avalanches, especially in spring, affected periglacial slope processes in the arctic
environment (Akerman 1984; André 1990; André 1990). Research on how avalanches
contribute to landform development is still relevant and recent studies have focused
on avalanche derived rock glaciers (Humlum et al. 2007) and rockwall erosion as a
result of cornice fall avalanches (Eckerstorfer et al. 2013). This research, even though
it’s not only related to snow avalanches, can give important information about earlier
avalanche events and their recurrence and help better understand the processes today.
Little attention was given to avalanches in combination with infrastructure, but the
later years it has shown important to understand the avalanche threat, and with this to
get a deeper understanding of avalanche mechanics.

In Svalbard, a number of works have been conducted on avalanche research since the
1990’s. From 1991 and onwards, NGI was contracted for the first report on measures
relating to snow and avalanches, slush flows and snow drift in Longyearbyen (Lied &
Hestnes 1991). In the winters 1996, 1998 and 1999 NGI performed the first scientific
monitoring of avalanches in Longyearbyen. 76 observed avalanches were analyzed
for empirical calculations of snow avalanche runout distances based on topographic
parameters with the “alpha beta model”. The results showed that the runout in terms
of α-angle is longer in cold regions than in other areas. In addition, from five snow
profiles, they found a highly stratified snowpack with a hard middle part consisting of
facets or meltforms, several ice layers inside and wind slabs on top (Hestnes 2000).
7

An early focus on snowdrift patterns provided valuable information regarding patterns
of snow accumulation with Svalbard’s prevailing wind directions (Jaedicke 2002b). In
2003, an avalanche database was initiated in association with a master project at
UNIS. In the database avalanche activity was registered, as well as the controlling
factors like meteorology, topography and wind loading (Ellehauge 2003). The
avalanche database was further developed into the Cryslope project (2006-2009)
where the main aim was to observe cold mountain slope processes in the
Longyearbyen area and the effect on traffic and infrastructure, and also to use this
knowledge to further assess the response to future climate change predictions.
Attention has also been given to the extensive cornice formation on the plateau
mountains in the region. Vogel (2010) used time-lapse cameras to investigate ongoing
process dynamics of cornices that resulted in a better understanding of the dynamics
of cornice accretion and failure. The data from the Cryoslope project was also
extensively used in a PhD thesis, leading to six papers focusing on avalanche climate
in Spitsbergen with focus on meteorological and topographical triggering factors and
also the geomorphological significance of avalanches (Eckerstorfer 2012), and also to
investigate the spatial variability of the high arctic snow cover (Farnsworth 2013;
Kristiansen 2014). Work has also been done on the mechanical properties of the
snowpack and how the relationship between temperature and layering in the snow
relates to the mechanisms of spontaneous avalanche release (Delmas 2013). The latest
work done on the topic is on hazard prediction and warning procedures in the arctic
(Kaufmann 2014) and hazard prediction in Longyeardalen based on run-out models
where the prognoses for climate change are also taken into account (Pellaud 2014).
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2.2. Snow properties - an introduction to the Svalbard snowpack
Snow begins as ice crystals that form in atmospheric clouds at temperatures below
0°C in the presence of supercooled water. These ice crystals form on freezing nuclei,
such as clay dust, that have a special molecular structure making ice crystal
nucleation possible. The amount of “active” freezing nuclei increases as the air
temperature in the clouds decrease, and with colder temperatures it becomes easier for
ice crystals to form by freezing. When the ice crystals attain a large enough size they
fall, and as they fall the crystals will change shape depending on temperature and
humidity in the different air layers. The ice crystals can also collide with other
crystals on the way down and stick together as snowflakes, especially if the
temperature is close to 0°C (Armstrong & Brun 2008).

The air temperature and degree of supersaturation in the clouds decide the shape of
the snow crystals (Figure 5). At colder temperatures, below -25°C and colder
supersaturation values, ice crystals typically take the shape of columns, while in the
dendritic growth zone, between -12°C and -18°C with high supersaturation values,
large stellar dendrites form (Figure 5). The snow crystals usually have a needle shape.
All snow crystals in the atmosphere have a hexagonal symmetry.

Figure 5: Overview of precipitation particles showing how crystal structure
formation relates to the environment parameters of atmospheric temperature and
supersaturation (Libbrecht 2005).
9

Once snow crystals have formed and fallen to the ground they will continue to
develop and undergo metamorphosis on the ground and in the snowpack (Lied &
Kristensen 2003). Metamorphism in the snowpack gradually changes the shape of the
snow crystals, and joins them together making a coherent structure in the deposited
snow cover (Yosida et al. 1956). The primary drivers of snow metamorphism that
change the form of the crystals are temperature and vapor gradients in the snowpack
and overburden pressure. The heat flow resulting from the temperature and vapor
pressure gradients causes changes in crystal form, while the overburden pressure
densifies the snowpack by rearranging snow grains and accelerates the metamorphism
and the formation of rounded snow grains (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
2.2.1. Temperature gradients
The temperature gradient is one of the dominant processes changing the structure for
natural dry snow. The process is driven by meteorological conditions an causes the
natural snow cover to develop typical patterns, specific for each climate zone
(Schneebeli & Sokratov 2004).

Normally, dry snow covers are warmer on the bottom than on the top, and the heat
flows upward through the snow layers. The bottom of the snow layers are warmed by
stored heat from summer warming of the ground and the earth’s geothermal heat,
while the upper snowpack is subjected to cold air during the winter (McClung &
Schaerer 2006). The long-term effect is a temperature gradient in the snowpack. A
temperature gradient gives rise to a gradient in the vapor density so that vapor
diffuses upward. This water vapor flux is an important cause of recrystallization of
snow grains as water vapor deposits onto crystals in cold areas (Colbeck 1982). The
situation of the Svalbard snowpack is different as there is permafrost in the ground,
which keeps a low temperature in the bottom of the snowpack.
2.2.2 Permafrost
Permafrost is ground that remains at or below 0°C for at least two consecutive years
(French 2007). Svalbard is located in the zone of continuous permafrost, and this
location is an important factor of the snow and avalanche climate on the islands.
Normally, heat from the ground stored from summer and geothermal heat fluxes,
combine to warm the basal layer to 0°C. However, in the area around Longyearbyen,
during one season Eckerstorfer and Christiansen (2011) found temperatures down to
10

-17°C at the base of a 62cm deep snowpack, and late in the season the bottom
temperatures still did not exceed -4°C.

Early in the winter season the combination of the cold ground and the slow onset of
snow lead to a significant temperature gradient in the early snowpack on Svalbard,
favoring snow crystal growth and the development of a depth hoar layer that often
persists throughout the winter. The temperature gradient is strongly dependent on the
thickness of the snowpack, which in the study area is commonly very thin
(Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011). The thin snowpack is typically cold, but with
quick temperature gradient response to the large fluctuations in air temperature
characteristic of the region.

2.3 Snow metamorphism
The properties of snow on the ground change constantly because dry snow, having a
large specific surface area and being close to the melting temperature, continuously
undergoes metamorphism (Colbeck 1983).
2.3.1 The curvature effect
When snow crystals hit the ground a transformation of the crystal shape will
immediately start as the surface of the crystal is no longer in equilibrium with the
surroundings. This initial change is called the curvature effect and is controlled by
differences in water vapor concentrations above different areas of the snow crystal
(McClung & Schaerer 2006). In the atmosphere where the crystals form the air is
often supersaturated, while in the snow cover the air has much lower water vapor
saturation. The crystals will aspire to a shape with the largest possible volume and
smallest possible surface area by water vapor sublimating off the sharp branches of
newly fallen snow crystals. They will transform towards a rounded shape where the
surface is reduced around 1000 times compared to the original shape, a more energy
efficient structure (LaChapelle 1969). After this initial rounding the temperature and
temperature gradient determine the rate of metamorphism both in newly fallen snow
and at depth in the snowpack. With newly fallen snow the initial changes of the
curvature effect often cause small direct action avalanches in the loose snow, called
sluffs (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
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2.3.2 Equi-temperature (destructive) metamorphism
Equi-temperature metamorphism is driven by a low temperature gradient, so that
when the temperature in the snowpack is close to 0°C, the snow crystals will
recrystallize and change shape to rounded snow grains. Mass sublimates from convex
parts of the crystals and is deposited directly to ice on concave parts, driven by the
water vapor flux between convexities with high vapor densities and concavities with
low vapor densities (Lied & Kristensen 2003). Another result of the water vapor flux
is an average growth in snow grain size. Smaller snow grains have a lower melting
point than larger grains, and latent heat released from sublimation cause the smaller
grains to melt. This again create excess water vapor that deposit on the colder grains
and causes growth (McClung & Schaerer 2006). The rounded snow grains resulting
from destructive metamorphism have high intercrystalline bonding capability and
often form hard dense slabs (Colbeck 1991).

Figure 6: Showing equi-temperature metamorphism (From alaska.edu).
2.3.3 Kinetic-growth (constructive) metamorphism
Kinetic-growth metamorphism is driven by a strong temperature gradient and causes
the snow crystals to change shape into faceted crystals with planar surfaces and sharp
edges (LaChapelle 1969; Fierz et al. 2009). The temperature gradient forces water
vapor to move upwards in the snow pack. When the water vapor hits areas of lower
temperatures the air gets supersaturated, the excess water vapor condensate on the
surface of snow crystals and form facets (Lied & Kristensen 2003). Under favorable
conditions with high temperature gradients and a high porosity in the snowpack, the
faceted crystals keep developing into larger cup shaped crystals known as depth hoar
(McClung & Schaerer 2006). Layers of facets or depth hoar crystals formed in the
snowpack often become weak layers in the snow stratigraphy because of the poor
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bonding capabilities and brittle behavior of these crystals. These weak layers will
collapse when they no longer can withstand the shear stress of the overlying snow
cover, and this causes slab avalanches (Lied & Kristensen 2003). Depth hoar is found
as the most persistent weak layer in the Svalbard snow pack and usually lasts
throughout the winter season (Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011).

Figure 7: Showing kinetic growth metamorphism (From alaska.edu).
2.3.4 Metamorphism of wet snow
When the temperature in the snowpack reaches 0°C the ice crystals start to melt and
the snow becomes wet. There will still be small temperature differences in the
snowpack due to differences in grain size of the ice crystals, and this is the driver of
the wet snow metamorphism. Small crystals have a lower melting point than larger
crystals, which causes the small crystals to melt and the larger crystals to grow. This
is driven by vapor pressure over curved ice surfaces, which is inversely proportional
to the radius of curvature of the surface (McClung & Schaerer 2006). The crystals
will be held together with a thin water film on the surface of the crystals and capillary
forces from the water film are strongest when there is a low water content in the
snow. With further melting there will be free water between the crystals, filling up the
pores in the snow.

As the snow particles melt and the water content increases, the strength of the
snowpack decreases as the particles lose bonding. When the water later drains out of
the snowpack the strength will again increase as the snowpack settles. The wet snow
metamorphism process has complex effects on the snowpack; the temperature
increase makes the snow creep faster on inclined slopes, and the avalanche danger
often increases as a result. At the same time the capillary forces makes the grains stick
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together, the snow settles and the avalanche danger decrease. If the temperatures
decrease and the snowpack refreezes ice crusts are formed (Lied & Kristensen 2003).

With highly increased water content in the snow from rapid melting or large amounts
of precipitation, or a combination of the two, the snowpack can get saturated and
cause slush avalanches. In Longyearbyen slush avalanches have caused both
casualties and large damages to infrastructure and they can occur both in the middle
of winter by rainfall on snow and in spring with rapid melt and additional
precipitation (Lied & Hestnes 1991; Hestnes 2000)

2.4 Deformation in the snowpack
To understand avalanche formation it is important to have an understanding of the
complex interactions between terrain, snowpack, and meteorological conditions in
addition to understanding the physical and mechanical processes (Schweizer et al.
2003). Avalanche formation requires that the applied shear stress in snow approach,
equal, or exceed the shear strength. There are three modes of snow deformation: in
tension where the grains are pulled apart, during compression where the grains are
forced together and in shear where the grains are forced past each other (McClung &
Schaerer 2006).

Figure 8: Showing the different modes of snow deformation (McClung & Schaerer
2006)
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After deposition, snowpack compression happens vertically, driven by the
metamorphosis, the high porosity in the snow, and gravitational forces. This
compression process is called creep and increases the density of the snow by
rearrangement of grains and other mechanical effects like deformation of ice grains.
Newly fallen snow will creep at a high rate, and the creep rates increase exponentially
with the reciprocal of the temperature. The long-term effect of this compressive
deformation is a denser snowpack in addition to increases in hardness and strength
with depth in the snow. In seasonal snow, the density typically varies from 30 to 600
kg/m2 (McClung & Schaerer 2006), and average snowpack density in Svalbard has
been measured to 374 kg/m2 (Winther et al. 2003; Eckerstorfer & Christiansen
2011a).

Avalanches form when the snowpack is on an incline and where the total
displacement of grains and deformation is in downslope direction but with
components working both perpendicularly and parallel to the ground. The slope
perpendicular component causes compression of the snowpack and promotes stability
and densification in the snowpack. The slope parallel deformation component is
called the shear deformation and is the component ultimately responsible for
avalanche formation, as it promotes instability (McClung & Schaerer 2006). An
avalanche will release when the shear stress exceeds the shear strength, and for a slab
avalanche, the shear stress imposed by a slab must locally exceed the shear strength in
a weak layer to induce failure, so the rate of deformation and the deformation increase
(Schweizer 1999). The relationship between the stress and strength components
depends on the slope angle and the snow type. Slab avalanches normally occur
between slope angels of 25° to 55° (McClung & Schaerer 2006) and as the slope
angle rises, the ratio of the shear to settlement component increase. When the slope
angle is around 30-55° the shear stress and deformation surpass the compressive
tension and the probability of avalanches is high. As the angle of the slope decreases
the shear stress reduces relative to the perpendicular compressive tension and the
probability of avalanches will decrease (McClung & Schaerer 2006; Lied &
Kristensen 2003).
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2.5 Snow stratigraphy
“Snow on the ground can be regarded as aeolian sediment with rapidly changing
properties” (Pielmeier & Schneebeli 2003).

Throughout a season, the snowpack will consist of layers with varying properties and
structures with varying stability, where weak layers in this stratified mountain
snowpack are a prerequisite for possible slab avalanche release (Birkeland et al.
1998). In physical studies of the snowpack, the earliest perception viewed snow as a
homogenous and single layered material and its stratification and interactions
amongst the strata were ignored. With the basic understanding of the physical
processes that is now available, it is possible and appropriate to deal with snow as a
complicated layered medium (Colbeck 1991). Colbeck (1991) also pointed out that
spatial variation of the weak layer thickness and strength would be critical to
determining the likelihood of a failure and whether or not a failure would propagate
or arrest.

The stratified snowpack is a result of different snow deposition events, where the
result is that each layer will consequently have different properties. Snow is either
deposited by precipitation or by wind drifted snow, and crystal type, amount of
accumulated snow, temperature, wind, and topography are important factors for the
properties of the snow layer. When a layer is preserved and subsequently buried it
will evolve during the snow season and assume a wide range of physical properties
(Schweizer et al. 2008; Colbeck 1991). Deposited and transformed layers can occur
over large distances in the snow cover, while others tend to be discontinuous and
highly irregular. For example, depth hoar and buried surface hoar layers are usually
uniform over large distances, wind deposits are irregular but may be seen over great
distances, and ice layers are usually discontinuous (Colbeck 1991). After deposition,
metamorphism is the internal driver of change in the snowpack, while radiation,
temperature, and wind are external factors. The interaction between the already
mentioned factors and the terrain cause the variability in the snowpack (Schweizer et
al. 2008). For avalanche related investigations, cohesive slabs, weak layers, and weak
interfaces and sliding surfaces are the layers in the snow stratigraphy of special
interest.
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2.6 Snowdrift and snow distribution in the terrain
Wind can transport large quantities of snow, and wind transported snow has a strong
connection to avalanche danger and unstable snowpack. The wind transport is an
important factor in snow redistribution and causes a high spatial variability, as well as
increasing the load on the snowpack. When the wind speed exceeds 5 m/s loose, dry
snow can start drifting as long as the temperature is below 0°C (Lied & Kristensen
2003). Dependent on the wind speed there are three different modes of transport for
wind redistributed snow: rolling, saltation, and turbulent suspension (Lehning et al.
2008).

Figure 9: Showing the different modes of transportation in blowing and drifting snow
(McClung & Schaerer 2006).

Rolling occurs within 1 mm of the snow surface when the gravitational force is larger
than the force exerted by the wind (Jaedicke 2001). The creeplike motion transports
dry snow particles along the surface and causes densification of the affected snow
layer. Rolling is thought to account for only 10% of total mass transport, and is thus
of negligible importance to total snow transport rates (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
Saltation occurs when the wind speed is strong enough to exceed the gravitational
force, and lifts the grains from the surface (Jaedicke 2001). Once removed from the
surface, the grains are lifted to a height of about 10 cm before falling back to the snow
surface. Upon reimpact with the snow surface, they dislodge other snow particles,
which are then incorporated into this saltation layer. Saltation typically results in
dense wind slabs comprised of small, rounded crystals (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
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At wind speeds lower than 10 m/s more than 50% of snow mass transport occur via
saltation. When wind speed exceeds about 15m/s snow crystals get suspended in the
air, and at this wind speed the transition between saltation and suspension occurs
(Pomeroy 1989). Suspension is caused by turbulent eddies who lift and transport
particles tens of meters up over the surface. Particles transported in the upper part of
the saltation layer are further entrained into suspension by the atmospheric turbulence.
At wind speeds over 15 m/s suspension can stand for the transportation of as much as
90% of the total mass flux (Pomeroy 1989).

Snow redistribution is strongly dependent on local topography, and snow will deposit
in lee areas where the wind speed decelerates, and the vertical speed of the falling
snow crystals exceeds the up-currents (Lied & Kristensen 2003). The snow is
deposited as cornices, or filling in hollows and gullies where the wind typically
decelerates (McClung & Schaerer 2006).

Figure 10: Snow is eroded in acceleration regions and deposited in regions of
deceleration (a,b). This produces lee-zone and gully deposition and cross-loading
(c,d) (McClung & Schaerer 2006)
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Wind transported snow relocate in patterns depending on topography and dominating
wind direction, and for determining formation of wind deposits the windward slope
angle is thought to be critical (Jaedicke 2002a). Wind loading can be a natural cause
of avalanches if the load of the wind slab overcome the strength of the weak layer and
this fractures. Cornices are also known to naturally release avalanches by cornice
collapse, which further can trigger fractures in weak layers on an underlying slope
(Eckerstorfer 2012).

In lee zones great amounts of snow can collect, and the formation of wind slabs
happen when snow redistributes and the particles become broken and abraded upon
impact with the snow surface. When these particles get deposited the fragments
become tightly packed together with strong bonds to neighboring particles forming
this slablike texture, that can build up layers of wind slabs (McClung & Schaerer
2006). Cornices are wedge-like snow drifts who usually form on the lee side of ridge
crests and slope inflections (Montagne et al. 1968). A wedge shaped mass is formed
along the leading edge, in Svalbard typically along the lee edges of extensive plateau
mountains (Vogel et al. 2012). The threshold wind speed for cornice formation and
growth is between 5-10m/s, the same as for transport of loose, cold snow. To form a
cornice the particles are transported along the windward side and once in the wind
shadow, the particles attach to the snow surface and throughout the winter season the
cornices keep growing. When the cornice finally collapse this is often
meteorologically triggered by loading of additional snow, distinctive temperature
changes du to air temperature changes and rain-on-snow events (Burrows & McClung
2006).

2.7 Snow avalanches
Snow avalanches are rapid flows of snow sliding, flowing or tumbling down a sloping
surface. In addition to snow, which consists of varying amounts of air, ice and water,
avalanches can contain rock debris, soil, and vegetation entrained in the masses
(Schweizer et al. 2003). Most snow avalanches form by load that is added to the top
of the snowpack when storms deposit snow or wind transports snow at the surface.
Snow avalanches are usually divided into four sub- categories; Slab, loose-snow,
cornice fall and slush avalanches (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
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A slab avalanches initiates with weak layer failure at depth or along the ground in the
snow cover, resulting in the detachment of a cohesive slab in the underlying
snowpack. Loose snow avalanches are point triggered in low-density or wet snow
where the primary failure is related to loss of crystal cohesion near the surface. As the
loose snow avalanche flows downslope it makes a triangular pattern as more snow is
pushed down the slope and entrained into the slide. Cornice fall avalanches are big
pieces of dense snow released from cornices that tumbles down a slope, often
triggering additional snow to release as slabs upon cornice impact. Slush avalanches,
or slushflows, occur when the snowpack gets water saturated and the snow masses
start moving downslope. The most common type of avalanches in the Longyearbyen
area are cornice fall avalanches with over 50% of all observed avalanches
(Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011c). 32% of the avalanches are observed as slab
avalanches, and typically release after low-pressure system weather events, where the
slabs release as direct action avalanches (Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011b). These
avalanches are also the main focus of this thesis.

2.8 Slab avalanches
A slab avalanche consists of the release of a cohesive snow slab of snow from the
underlying snowpack. This detachment happens due to the fracture of a weak snow
layer underneath the cohesive snow slab, usually in terrain where the slope angle
exceeds 30°.

Figure 11: Slab overlying a weak layer (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2002)
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If the fracture propagates, the slab is released. Ultimately, a natural or artificial load
triggers the release of the avalanche by increasing stress on the snowpack until failure
occurs (Schweizer et al. 2003). A sudden fracture in the weak layer propagates
through the starting zone and releases the cohesive slab if the slope is steep enough to
overcome the friction between the slab and the sliding plane. At the top of the slab, a
tension fracture makes a fracture perpendicular to the ground, called the crown. The
length of this fracture line can vary from 10m to over 10km in width and can range
from a few centimeters to multiple meters in thickness (Lied & Kristensen 2003).

Slab avalanches occur due to different situations, but the common factor is the added
load that contributes to a failure in the snowpack. Typically slab avalanches release
after a storm. These avalanches are called direct-action avalanches and are triggered
by a failure between the old and new snow. Another type of slab avalanches are
climax avalanches, often triggered by a failure in a layer of kinetic-growth crystals
deeper in the snowpack. These layers are called persistent weak layers after their
ability to last for long periods of time buried in the snowpack (Jamieson & Johnston
1992). The persistent weak layers often consist of depth hoar, faceted crystals or a
buried surface hoar layer (Birkeland 1998; Schweizer & Jamieson 2001)

Schweizer et al. (2003) describes five essential contributory factors for slab avalanche
formation; terrain, precipitation (especially new snow), wind, temperature and
snowpack stratigraphy and also point out that the primary indicator of avalanche
formation is the snowpack stratigraphy. Thus it is important to have a good
understanding of these factors, especially in Svalbard with its arctic location, and
unique snow and avalanche climate.

2.9 Snow climate
A snow climate describes the combinations of snowpack properties in a region and is
determined by climatological factors. The snow climate defines the combination of
meteorology and snowpack properties like depth of snow, type of weak layers, and ice
content and these are important factors for characterizing and understanding
avalanche types, frequency and patterns (Mock & Birkeland 2000). Research
generally indicates three main snow climate types: maritime, continental and
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transitional (LaChapelle 1966; Mock & Birkeland 2000; McClung & Schaerer 2006).
A more specific classification of the snow climate is important for improving local
avalanche characterization in locations with special snow and avalanche
characteristics. With Svalbard’s unique climatic location in the high arctic with
continuous permafrost in the ground and low annual temperatures interspersed with
winter warm spells, a new description of the snow climate has been important to gain
knowledge of situations that increase the possibility of avalanches. Eckerstorfer and
Christiansen suggested a new systematic classification of the snowpack in Svalbard in
2011. They presented “the High arctic maritime snow climate” described on the basis
of snowpack characteristics (depth, temperature, hardness, grain shapes) and
stratigraphy of the snowpack with a focus on weak layers as indicators of avalanche
formation. Furthermore, the classification is based in the mountainous area with
maritime influence around Longyearbyen, which show large local differences in snow
distribution and also locally relatively large climatic differences. The snow climate in
Svalbard is described by Eckerstorfer and Christiansen (2011) as a high arctic
maritime snowpack. This snowpack is characterized as a relatively thin and cold
snowpack due to the late onset and cold arctic temperatures. It typically has a
persistent structural weakness layer caused by depth hoar, persisting through the
whole season, as well as a significant amount of ice layers due to the maritime
influence which includes large fluctuations in air temperature and winter warm spells
often with rain-on-snow events during the 8-10 months long snow season (Humlum et
al. 2003; Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011b).

The unique topographical and meteorological setting of Nordenskiöld land (Figure
13) also results in a distinctive pattern of avalanche characteristics and activity. The
prevailing southeastern wind direction favors cornice accretion on leeward exposures
of the plateau mountains, and large amounts of wind transported snow accumulate on
west-northwest facing slopes. As a result the most frequently observed avalanche type
in the Nordenskiöld Land study area is cornice fall avalanches, with more than 50%
of the observed avalanche activity comprised of this avalanche type (Eckerstorfer &
Christiansen 2011a). Slab avalanches released in avalanche cycles, as direct action
avalanches during or following winter precipitation events are the second most
observed avalanche type, comprising 32% of observed avalanche activity. These lowpressure systems might also cause extreme temperature fluctuations with mid-winter
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rain events leading to wet slab avalanches, or slush flows where the snowpack gets
saturated with water. The slush flows are also a common problem during the spring
melt season (Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011a).
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3. Regional background

3.1 Svalbard – geographical description
Svalbard is an archipelago in the high arctic, situated between the Barents Sea, the
North Atlantic and the Arctic Ocean from 74 to 81°N, approximately halfway
between the Norwegian mainland and the North Pole. The archipelago covers an area
of 60 667km2 (Dallmann 2015) and consist of the main islands Spitsbergen,
Nordaustlandet, Barentzøya and Edgeøya, together with many smaller islands. The
first documented discovery of the main island Spitsbergen was made in 1596 by the
Dutch Willem Barents. He named the island “Spitz Bergen” after the pointy
mountains he met sailing in to the northwestern coast of Svalbard.

Figure 12: Map showing Svalbard’s location (marked with red frame) in the arctic
region. Blue colors showing the distribution of permafrost in the area. (Hugo
Ahlenius, UNEP/GRID-Arendal)

The island is completed by rocks from every geologic period since the Archaean,
which results in shifting shapes of the mountains, with high alpine peaks on the west
coast, and plateau mountains with flat tops and steep walls, separated by deep
glacially eroded “U” valleys, towards the central and eastern parts of the island. Even
though Svalbard’s geologic history stretches far back in time, the archipelagos current
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morphology was mainly shaped by Quaternary glaciations (Ingolfsson 2011). The
archipelago is located in the zone of continuous permafrost with permafrost layer
thickness varying from 100 m in coastal areas to more than 500 m in alpine areas, and
currently approximately 59% of Svalbard is covered by ice with the largest ice caps
located on eastern Svalbard (Humlum et al. 2003; Dallmann 2015).

The study sites focused on in this thesis are located in the central part of Spitsbergen
in the region Nordenskiöld Land, where the main settlements in Svalbard,
Longyearbyen and Barentsburg are located. Weather and avalanche forecasts are thus
made specifically for Nordenskiöld land. The region stretches from Van Mijenfjorden
in the south and along Isfjorden up to Sassenfjorden in the north.

Figure 13: Map showing the location of Nordenskiöld Land and the three settlements
in the region (From Norwegian Polar Institute).

Away from the coast, it reaches into mountainous areas with more inland climatic
settings. The topography of the region is mainly dominated by plateau mountains and
U valleys, with glacial origin, which steep mountainsides favor active slope processes
(Akerman 1984; Eckerstorfer 2012). The highest mountains in the region rise over
1100 meters above sea level.
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3.2 Svalbard’s climate and meteorology
The climate of Spitsbergen is classified as polar-tundra, according to the Köppen
classification system. This means that the mean air temperature of the warmest month
is less than 10°C, and at least one month has a mean air temperature exceeding 0°C
(Hanssen-Bauer et al. 1990). With its location in the arctic region the climate in
Svalbard is characterized by patterns of high- and low pressures. These patterns are
especially prominent during the winter season with the two opposing weather
systems: the Icelandic low-pressure system and the Siberian anticyclonic highpressure system, as the main drivers. When the cold air masses from Siberia extend
over Russia and even parts of Europe it creates a southerly airflow over the Nordic
seas, and advection of warm air over Svalbard. This can contribute to heavy
precipitation, and also melt periods with temperatures over 0°C, even in the middle of
the winter (Humlum et al. 2003). In high-pressure scenarios cold and dry arctic air
masses flow in over Spitsbergen from the northeast. These contrasting pressures can
cause temperature changes of over 20°C in a short time (Eckerstorfer & Christiansen
2011b). Another factor affecting the temperature regime in Svalbard is the West
Spitsbergen Current (WSC), the most northerly extent of the Gulf stream. The current
flows northward off the west coast of Svalbard and limits the sea ice formation in the
Fram Strait. This causes an intense ocean-atmosphere heat exchange in the winter,
making air temperatures milder, and generally the warm open ocean influences the
regions climate during all months. This is why Svalbard, in comparison to other arctic
sites of the same latitude, has a milder climate (Førland et al. 1997).

Figure 14: The main current systems influencing the ocean climate around Svalbard
(Dallmann 2015).
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3.2.1 Air temperatures
Svalbard has a long record of temperature measurements starting already in 1898,
with observations from different sites made by scientific- and hunting expeditions.
The first permanent weather station was established in 1911 in Green Harbor, located
on Finneset in Grønfjorden close to where Barentsburg is located today, and during
the last century there have been several relocations of weather stations in the Svalbard
region. The longest permanent measurements are from the airports in Longyearbyen
and Ny-Ålesund, and have been performed continuously since 1975. A composite
temperature series for Svalbard airport from 1898-2012 is presented in Nordli et al.
(2014). The late 20th century (1975-2000) MAAT in Longyearbyen is -5.8°C. But
during the last two decades the MAAT have shown an increasing trend by 1-2°C with
highest average warming observed in winter (Førland et al. 2011). The longer
temperature series show a positive trend in the temperatures before the 1930’s and
following a relatively warm period until the 1950’s. Between 1950 and 1960 a
decrease can be observed, and after this a general temperature increase. While the
dynamics of the warming before 1930 is not fully understood, the warming from the
1960-1990’s is clearly linked to atmospheric circulation patterns favoring increased
southerly and southwesterly winds in the Svalbard area. The latest decade a loss of
sea ice is believed to be responsible for the higher temperatures observed in the arctic,
also causing a modification of the large scale atmospheric circulation and a changing
wind pattern (Førland et al. 2011).
3.2.2 Precipitation
Precipitation is normally low in the high-arctic regions because air masses usually are
stable stratified and contains small amounts of water vapor. The coastal mountain
regions in Svalbard receive the greatest amounts of precipitation and the inner fjord
districts especially in the northeast the least. The varying topography also causes great
local differences (Førland et al. 2009). There is no known exact vertical precipitation
gradient in Svalbard, but estimates for precipitation increase per 100 m in altitude
gained range from 5-25% (Humlum 2002; Førland et al. 2009). Studies of the height
of the snow line on Spitsbergen glaciers also indicate large differences in annual snow
accumulation (Hagen & Liestol 1990).
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The normal annual measured precipitation in the Svalbard region in the period 19611990 is 190-440 mm, where the lowest value is measured at Svalbard airport
(Humlum et al. 2003). This is also the lowest value measured at any Norwegian
weather station. The monthly precipitation is at its minimum in the period April-June
and has maximums at most stations both in August and February-March (HanssenBauer & Førland 1998). Under certain weather conditions it’s hard to get reliable
measurements of precipitation. Both rain and snow may occur at any time of the year
at the Norwegian high-arctic stations, and blowing or drifting of snow in combination
with precipitation may cause wind induced under-catch (Førland & Hanssen-bauer
2000).

Figure 15: Precipitation and mean annual air temperatures in Longyearbyen since
1911. Points represent annual observations, solid lines running 5 year average
(Humlum et al. 2003).
The development of precipitation during the last century show substantial variations
and observations suggest that total annual precipitation has increased by roughly 25%
during the last 80 years, which is an average increase of about 2% per decade
(Førland et al. 1997; Hanssen-Bauer & Førland 1998). This increase may be
explained by variations in the average atmospheric circulation conditions that may
very well be affected by the enhanced green house effect (Hanssen-Bauer & Førland
1998).
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3.2.3 Wind and wind transportation of snow
As for the precipitation, wind patterns in Svalbard are affected by local topography,
and measurements from weather stations show that the most common wind direction
is along valleys or fjords, from the inland to the coast (Førland et al. 2009).
Svalbard’s location on the border zone between the Siberian High and the Icelandic
Low causes high cyclonic activity, which again causes unstable and stormy weather,
mainly in the winter. In central Spitsbergen the prevailing winter wind direction is
from the southeast, and measured between 2000 and 2011 (hydrological years) the
average annual wind speed is 4,97 m/s at Svalbard Lufthavn (Christiansen et al.
2013). Wind is also the most important factor controlling snow depths and
distribution on Spitsbergen, and the lack of vegetation makes snow drift at low wind
speeds possible (Jaedicke 2002b). Snow is mainly deposited in regional catchments
and leeward areas (Farnsworth 2013) and it has proven successful to reproduce and
model qualitative snow distribution patterns from wind speed, terrain and total
available precipitation parameters (Schirmer et al. 2011). Accurate snow depths
would be important information, especially for the avalanche forecasting, but the
model failed to reproduce accurate snow depths. The nonlinear relationship between
snow redistribution and wind speed limits the reproduction in the model, as well as
the lack of accurate solid precipitation and snow depth measurements (Humlum 2002;
Schirmer et al. 2011).
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4. Methods
The data for this project was collected during the winter and spring season 2015/2016
from December to April, and data processing was done during autumn/winter
2016/2017.

The aim of the fieldwork was to obtain terrestrial laser scan data (TSL) from
avalanches in the area in and around Longyearbyen, Nordenskiöld Land. The laser
scan data was further used to map the avalanches with release area, track, and runout
in ArcMap. The scans and the mapped release areas were imported into the avalanche
simulation program RAMMS to back calculate the avalanches with focus on friction
parameters and runout length. For each avalanche, a sensitivity test of the friction
parameters was performed in an attempt to match the avalanches’ true runout with the
runout length in the simulation. The results from the back calculations were again
imported into ArcMap where the sensitivity test results were visualized by mapping
the different runout lengths together with the true runout length from the laser scans.

Terrestrial laser scan data was obtained in field, and processing of the data was done
at UNIS. This chapter presents methods used for data collection and processing, with
the workflow steps summarized up in the diagram flow (Figure 16) will be presented
in the following subsections.

Fieldwork
-Laser scan data
aquisition

TLS
- Principles
- Data processing,
RiScan

ArcMAP
-Point cloud
interpolation
-Avalanche
mapping

RAMMs
-Avalanche runout
simulations

Figure 16: Schematic showing workflow from acquisition to processing of data.

4.1 Fieldwork
Laser scan data was collected from four different sites in the area in and around
Longyearbyen (Figure 18). After an avalanche had released, a day with optimal
weather conditions was chosen for fieldwork, and the laser scanning of the area was
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performed. For the laser scanner to perform optimally there has to be good visibility,
no precipitation in the air, and little wind and snow drift (Further described in section
4.2.2). On the chosen fieldwork day, the laser scanner equipment was packed on a
snowmobile and transported out to the location (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Transportation to the field location Vindodden. The avalanche released
from the mountainside in the background.

Safe travel protocols were always followed to be safe from new avalanche activity,
and the scans were taken from locations a safe distance from remaining avalanche
hazard. The laser scanner was mounted on a tripod, placed on steady ground, and the
avalanche area was scanned. Fieldwork for the avalanches included in this work
occurred on the following dates:


Lia avalanche: 19/12/2015, scanned 29/1/2016.



Fritham avalanches: first reported 6/1/2016 on RegObs, observed 24/2/2016,
scanned 26/2/2016.



Vindodden avalanche: some uncertainty about release date, probably 1213/3/2016, photos taken from helicopter 24/3, scanned 5/4 and 6/4 2016.
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Figure 18: Overview map of study locations.

4.2 Measuring equipment: Terrestrial laser scanner
To obtain the laser scans a terrestrial laser scanner produced by RIEGL, model
VZ6000, was mounted on a tripod, approximately leveled, and the battery connected
to the scanner (Figure 19). Extra batteries proved helpful in field, especially in low
temperatures. When deciding the placing of the scanner relative to the avalanche it is
important to choose a location with view to the whole avalanche area, including the
release area, track, and runout. In some settings, the terrain can make it impossible to
get the whole avalanche area in one scan, and in those cases it is possible to scan from
multiple positions and then merge the scans together to one combined point cloud to
optimize the result. In the field it is possible to get an image from the scanner
portraying the scan area, and this can be used to check and verify if important features
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from the avalanche will be included in the point cloud. The VZ6000 has a maximum
measurement range of 6000 m in standard clear atmosphere conditions (visibility 23
km). The measurement range decreases with atmospheric visibility and also depends
upon the reflectivity of the scanned surface and the frequency of the laser pulse
repetition rate (PRR). For dry snow in clear atmosphere (visibility 15 km), with PRR
30 kHz the maximum measurement range is decreased to around 4500 m and in light
haze (visibility 8 km) to around 3500 m. Wet snow conditions will further reduce the
measurement range, dependent on moisture content in the snow surface.

Figure 19: Laser scanner setup in field, right setup directly on hard rock ensures
good stability during measurements.

Laser scanners are helpful remote sensing tools in hazardous environmental
conditions, like avalanche prone terrain, where direct human observation would be
difficult, dangerous, or even impossible. Laser scanners are contact free measuring
devices, which enable the measurement of high resolution, high accuracy surface
elevation models, and have therefore proven to be a good observation method in
hazard assessment (Van Genchten et al. 2008; Prokop 2008).
4.2.1 Principles of laser scanning
A laser is a device that emits high-energy electromagnetic radiation at a given
wavelength. For surveying applications near-infrared wavelengths are mostly used.
The emitted radiation of the laser is directional, can extend up to several kilometers,
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and reflect from the surface of objects. Measuring with a laser scanner is based on the
time-of-flight (TOF) principle.

Figure 20: Time of flight laser scanner principle (From János, 2008).

The laser instrument emits pulses of electromagnetic radiation, and at the emission of
each pulse an electronic clock is started to measure the travel time to and back from
the object (two way travel time). The pulse propagates through the atmosphere,
bounces off the targets surface, propagates back, is detected by a photodiode and the
electronic timer stops (Colombo & Marana 2010; Prokop 2008). The near infrared
light waves emitted by the scanner travel with a finite and constant velocity in a
certain medium (air), so when the pulse is sent and reflected and the time delay
measured, the distance to the surface can be calculated using the following formula
(Van Genchten et al. 2008):

𝐷=

𝑐 × 𝑡
2

Where:
D = Distance from scanner to target
c = Speed of light in air ca. 0,33 m/ns
t = Time between sending and receiving the signal (TOF)
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In a laser scanner, the laser pulses are sent out along a vertical line in steps with a
preset angular distance. After finishing one line, it moves to a new vertical line under
the former one with the same angular distance, and this repeats until the entire
selected area has been covered. This is how the 3D model is eventually created, by
measurements of both angle and distance, as each measurement creates a vector from
the instrument to the target surface. The vector measurements from the instrument
make it possible to fix the coordinates off terrain points. For the RIEGL VZ6000 the
angular step width (Δ), with ϑ as vertical movement and φ as horizontal movement, is
(Riegl 2015):
0,002° ≤ Δ ϑ ≤ 0,280° Between consecutive laser shots
0,002° ≤ Δ φ ≤ 3° Between consecutive scan lines

The minimum step width corresponds to ca. 3,5 cm between consecutive shots at 1
km distance, enabling the collection of a very dense point cloud even at long distance.
The expected distance accuracy of the laser scanner is 15 mm (according to factory
specifications), where the accuracy is the degree of conformity of a measured quantity
to its actual value. The angular measurement resolution is 0,0005° which equals less
than 1 cm in 1 km and the laser beam footprint (size of the laser beam on the ground
at a certain distance) is 15 mm at exit, 60 mm at 500 m and 240 mm at 2000 m.
The reflected pulses from the scan are saved in a point cloud in the scanner’s internal
coordinate system. When the exact absolute position and bearing of the scanner is
known, for example from a GPS fix and the integrated compass, it is possible to
derive the absolute position of the reflecting points on the target surface. The targets
directions and ranges are converted into an x, y, z point cloud in three-dimensional
coordinate system and eventually to map coordinates and elevations. The point cloud
might also include additional information such as color (RGB) and reflectivity values.
4.2.2 Error sources with TLS
To get accurate point cloud coordinates and accurate TOF measurements with the
laser scanner, the speed of the laser signal needs to be known with high accuracy.
Laser scanner manufacturers publish the specifications and accuracies of their
products, however experience show that the specifications are not always good
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representations for real-world applications (Boehler & Marbs 2003) and error sources
need to be taken into account when working with scanners. In Svalbard’s climate, the
very cold temperatures can be challenging, and the temperature difference between
the air and the internal temperature in the scanner can distort the scanner data. Other
atmospheric parameters affecting the function of the scanner are variations in pressure
and humidity. Fog and snowfall can distort the laser signals, reflecting off particles in
the air instead of the intended snow or ground surface. Changing conditions in the
snow surface, like the water content, might result in reduction of received laser
signals (Prokop 2008). Another important error source stems from motion of the
instrument, so the set-up of the equipment is extremely important. The scanner is
susceptible to vibrations in the surroundings, so a stable platform for the instrument is
essential. In this case, the scanner was mounted on a tripod, and in snow and ice it can
be difficult to find a stable position. The tripod was either placed on ground with
stabilization from rocks or in hard packed snow to avoid movement. Methodological
errors due to chosen survey methods or user inexperience demonstrate the importance
of good training and the use of the effective parameters and settings (Van Genchten et
al. 2008).
4.2.3 Point cloud processing
For processing of the laser scan data, Riegl’s proprietary software RiSCAN PRO was
used to transform the raw registered point cloud into a final deliverable. The data was
loaded from the scanner and into the program to look at the point clouds obtained
when scanning. Here, noisy data was removed and the avalanche area was defined
and clipped to reduce the file sizes. In the program point picking is also possible, and
in scans where the crown of the avalanche was visible this functionality was used to
measure crown heights. Finally, the point cloud files were exported as ASCII text
files for further use in ArcGIS and RAMMS.

4.3 ArcGIS - ArcMap
ArcMap 10.4.1 was mainly used for visualizing scan data and mapping avalanches. It
was also used to map snow depth distribution before and after the analyzed
avalanches and to import and visualize data obtained from RAMMS.
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As reference datasets, the Norwegian Polar Institutes (NPI) available basemaps and
orthophotos were used, in addition to the NPI 5 m DEM. The scan data was imported
into ArcMap using the toolbox 3D Analyst conversion tool, which converts ASCII 3D
text data to point feature class data. The scan data with global coordinates (XYZ) was
converted into UTM coordinates using the software tool GS2UTM before importing it
in ArcMap. The program converts the XYZ coordinates via geodetic to UTM in a
given UTM zone. From the laser scan point data (now in point feature class format), a
raster interpolation was performed to make a raster, using the natural neighbor tool.
This creates a surface from nearest neighbor points and cell size was set to 1 m.
Further, a hillshade was made from the natural neighbor interpolated DEM to better
visualize the scan data. Two of the scans lacked a full geodetic reference as the point
cloud was given in local coordinates only. In this case the origin of the coordinate
system is in the centre of the instrument, the Z-axis is vertical, and the X-axis is
pointing in a random direction. A hillshade was made from the local coordinates and
was used to georeference the data with an effort to minimize the displacement relative
to the NPI data. The avalanches were mapped with polygons digitalized for release
area, track and runout.

4.4 Avalanche mapping and release area definition
The background data for the avalanche mapping were obtained from the laser scan
point clouds, using field observations, and from using images and Structure-fromMotion (SfM) photogrammetry. Avalanche track and runout areas were mapped
directly from the hillshade visualizations and also verified by images when those were
available. The release area definitions are important input information when doing
simulations with RAMMS, so mapping accurate release areas and obtaining accurate
release area snow depths were emphasized.
4.4.1 Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry
Structure from motion is a digital photogrammetric technique used to make 3D
models and high-resolution digital elevation models from aerial or oblique
photographs. SfM is a rapid and inexpensive method to obtain high resolution datasets
at a range of scales (Westoby et al. 2012; Fonstad et al. 2013). The SfM method uses
a number of overlapping images acquired from multiple viewpoints (motion) in order
to restitute the three dimensional geometry of an object or a surface (the structure).
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Figure 21: Principle of SfM photogrammetry (Mason n.d.)

To obtain a good result, each physical point of the restituted object needs to be visible
in multiple images. SfM is available in many different softwares, both as free
software and in commercial packages. At UNIS the SfM software AGISOFT
PHOTOSCAN is available and was used for this work. The images are run through
several steps in the program where automatic feature-matching algorithms find
common points between images and perform orientation of the images relative to
each other. From this sparse cloud of common points, a more dense point cloud can
be extracted to form a DEM. In further processing steps, texture can be projected to
the surface to create 3D-models as well as orthophotos and elevation models. The
numbers of tracked keypoints picked by the algorithm depend on image texture and
resolution and this also decide the resolution of the final point cloud. The minimum
requirement of images with corresponding visible features is three images, but
obtaining as many images as possible is recommended.

Pictures of the Vindodden avalanche were taken with a cellphone camera focused on
the release area and crown, and these were used to make a model of the avalanche
crown. The model was georeferenced in AGISOFT by picking control point
coordinates from terrain feature details visible in both the laser scan and the images.
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This model was loaded into ArcGIS to measure the crown height and the results
seemed to give satisfying and probable results for further use, even if the images were
taken from rather long distance and the resolution was limited.

Images from the Lia avalanche were obtained both from before and after the fatal
avalanche on the 19th of December. At this time of the year there is polar night in
Svalbard, and no daylight. Even though the streetlights in Longyearbyen light up the
hillside to a certain degree, it is hard to get images with sufficient snow surface
texture for use in SfM. Several image sets were collected from different sources, but
none of the sets proved useable to model the snow covered ground in the slope.
Another disadvantage with the image sets obtained was the lack of motion between
taken pictures, or too much motion between each taken picture, resulting in lack of
overlap between images. The image sets, both from before and after the avalanche,
were run through AGISOFT anyways, but no instant result were obtained. Attempts
with manual point picking (manual measurements) of several common points between
images gave no improvement. The lack of texture on the dark snow surfaces can be an
explanation for the limited success of the method.
4.4.2 Release area - Vindodden
The release area polygon for the Vindodden avalanche was drawn from the 3D SfM
model constructed from images clearly showing the crown of the avalanche and parts
of the release area. From the 3D point cloud, points at the start, end, and along the
crown were picked and imported into ArcMap. The basemap orthophoto from NPI
was also used to complete the drawing of the extension of the release area, as this was
not clearly visible from the images, and the underlying terrain was used to find the
likely extension of it. Further, the 3D model was used with the measuring tool in
ArcMap to get an impression of the height of the crown, which is an essential input
parameter in RAMMS.
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Figure 22: Modeled crown of the Vindodden avalanche
4.4.3 Release areas – Fritham (Avalanche 1 & 2)
The avalanches in Fritham were mapped using the hillshade models in ArcMap
together with NPI orthophotos and images from Feltlogg Svalbard showing similar
avalanches earlier released in the same area. The scan of the avalanche on the
southern side of the valley by Fritham (Figure 23) had a clear image of the release
area in the scan, and both release area and release height was obtained from the point
cloud and hillshade model.

Figure 23: Left image show Hillshade model of Fritham avalanche 1, right image
hillshade model of outrun avalanche 2.
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For the second avalanche from Fritham, running down on the western slope of Carl
Lundhfjellet down to Todalen, the hillshade was used for mapping avalanche track
and runout. The release area was drawn by assumptions, using the NPI orthophoto
and images of similar avalanches on the slope from earlier years, to obtain a release
area as similar to the original as possible.
4.4.4 Release area - Lia
The avalanche in Lia happened on December 19th 2015 and the scan of the area was
not taken until 29th of January, when the scanner arrived UNIS. The release area is not
visible in the scan, so the crown and release area was mapped using images taken
after the avalanche where the whole crown was clearly visible. The images clearly
show the crown, and the release area was mapped based on terrain features on the
slope in the NPI orthophoto, houses and other easily traceable and recognizable
features. Measurements of the height of the crown were performed on December 20th
and posted on RegObs, by Kjetil Brattlien. The measurements showed an average
height of 2-3 m. The crown was clearly higher in the northern part of the slope, and
crown height decreased towards south. Therefore the release area polygon was
divided in two parts to make it possible to use two different release heights in
RAMMS. It was also reported on RegObs that the crown length was around 200 m
(RegObs.no, Kjetil Brattlien, NGI 20.12.2015).

Figure 24: Crown and release area Lia 19th December. Used for mapping of release
area (Christopher Engås, Svalbardposten, 2015).
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4.5 RAMMS Avalanche
RAMMS avalanche is a numerical simulation tool to simulate flowing snow
avalanches in complex terrain. RAMMS was designed by WSL Institute of Snow and
Avalanche Research SLF as a practical tool for avalanche engineers.
4.5.1 Principles of the RAMMS model
The RAMMS model solves the depth-averaged equations governing avalanche flow
with accurate second-order numerical solution schemes. Avalanche flow heights and
velocities are calculated on three dimensional digital terrain models. Single or
multiple release areas are drawn with GIS type features, and can for example be
imported from ArcGIS. The model gives a good overview over the simulations with
information on the release area (mean slope, total volume), flow behavior (max flow
velocities and heights) and stopping behavior (mass flux). The model has two options
for flow rheologies; the Voellmy-Salm (VS) approach and a Random Kinetic Energy
model (RKE). The Voellmy-Salm model uses the Swiss guidelines for avalanche
runout calculation and is a simple and numerically accurate model, but lacks the
ability to model the evolution of velocity over the entire length of the avalanche, and
also does not work well with snow cover entrainment which determines the avalanche
growth and size. The RKE model is based on the production, transport and decay of
the kinetic energy of the random motion associated with the mass of flowing snow
granules. This model can track the evolution of velocity within the avalanche and
therefore allows a more realistic modeling of entrainment and deposit (Christen et al.
2010; Bartelt et al. 2013).
4.5.2 The Voellmy friction law
The Voellmy fluid friction model divides the frictional resistance in two friction
coefficients; the dry Coulomb type friction (coefficient μ) and the viscous-turbulent
friction (coefficient ξ). The friction coefficients are responsible for the behavior of the
flow where the coulomb friction is a velocity independent term that scales with the
normal stress and dominates when the flow is close to stopping, while the viscousturbulent friction is velocity dependent and dominates when the flow is running
quickly (Salm 1993; Bartelt et al. 2013). The model is calibrated from observation
records from Vallée de la Sionne in Switzerland.
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Friction parameters

Description

μ - Dry friction

Depends on the pressure perpendicular to the ground and the snow
properties.
For large avalanches (>105m3) above 1300 m and flow heights of more
than 1 to 2 m, a μ of 0.155 is recommended. Wet snow avalanches are
calculated with a μ of 0.3. The length of the runout section greatly
depends on the friction coefficient μ.

ξ - Turbulent friction

Is proportional to the square of the velocity and depends on the
roughness of the avalanche path.
For flat terrains, a ξ of 1000m/s2 is recommended, and for more intense
canalization or in the forest, a ξ of 400 m/s2. The parameter ξ has a
large impact on the velocity.

Table 1: Overview of the friction parameters in the Voellmy-Salm model
(Rudolf-Miklau et al. 2014).

4.5.3 Friction parameters
The friction coefficients can be set as constant or variable when doing calculations in
RAMMS. If a calculation is done with constant frictional values (μ and ξ) the same
values are used for the entire model domain, then no terrain undulations are
considered. The variable friction coefficients can be obtained from an automated
extensive GIS-based (DEM) terrain analysis implemented in RAMMS. This process
automatically classifies terrain features such as slope angle, planar curvature, and
altitude into the categories open slope/flat terrain/channeled/gully (Gruber & Bartelt
2007; Christen et al. 2010). Other input parameters are return period, avalanche
release volume, and altitude in the area, and these parameters are also used to
determine friction values. For each terrain category and return period, a set of μ and ξ
values have been defined by case studies in Switzerland (Gruber & Bartelt 2007;
Bartelt et al. 2013). Table 2 shows a set of these defined friction parameters for a
large avalanche (>60 000 m3) for a 300-year return period with different altitudes.
There are no set guidelines for altitude limits for Svalbard, and the default altitude
limits in RAMMS 1500/1000 m.a.s.l. result from the Swiss calibrations which
represent different snow properties than will be found in Nordensköld Land. For the
Norwegian west coast 500/200 m.a.s.l. is suggested (applied in WSL Institute for
Snow and Avalanche Research SLF expertise, no detailed studies), Pellaud (2014) use
200/0 m.a.s.l. as elevation limits for RAMMS modeling in Longyearbyen. For this
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project, the variable friction parameters were done only as an initial test to get an
overview of the μ and ξ parameters, using the default altitude limits from the SLF.
Default altitude limits were employed for these analyses because the elevation limits
used by Pellaud (2014) yielded too short of runout lengths when compared to the scan
data.

Table 2: Example of friction parameters used in RAMMS. Return period and volume
category are adjustable input parameters (Bartelt et al. 2013).
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4.5.4 Friction parameters for simulations
The simulations of the different avalanches in this work were done with three initial
friction combinations, then the dry friction (μ) was fined-tuned through multiple
simulations for each avalanche to obtain optimal runout lengths.
1. The first friction combination was with automatically generated variable μ and
ξ coefficients according to local terrain and avalanche return period. This was
used to get an initial idea of the values, and to further choose μ and ξ friction
values for the sensitivity simulations.
2. The second friction combination was with constant ξ = 1500 m/s2 and varying
μ friction for each simulation to obtain runout lengths.
3. The third friction combination was with constant ξ = 2000 m/s2 and varying μ
friction for each simulation to obtain runout lengths.
For the turbulent friction (ξ) the values were set to 2000 and 1500. These values are
suggested as representative for both avalanche volume and the terrain properties in
the different avalanche locations. The runout length of an avalanche greatly depends
on the dry friction coefficient (μ) and was therefore changed around to find a value
for μ resulting in a runout length as identical as possible to the observed runout of
each of the scanned avalanches.
4.5.5 Snow density and cohesion parameters
The snow density parameter was set to 375 kg/m2 according to observations, field
measurements and the description of the High Arctic maritime snow climate (Winther
et al. 2003; Eckerstorfer & Christiansen 2011a). The cohesion parameter was set to 50
Pa. This value was chosen according to guidelines from the WSL Institute for Snow
and Avalanche Research SLF (2014a) to add more friction in the runout area. This
helps the stopping process of the avalanche and prevents the simulation flow from
diffusing. The cohesion value is also used to distinguish between dry and wet snow.

Snow conditions

Dry extreme avalanches

Wet snow avalanches

Cohesion (Pa)

N = 0-100

N < 200

Table 3: Cohesion parameters (From SLF, 2014c)
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4.5.6 Project and scenario
In RAMMS, a project is defined for a region of interest and within one project one or
more scenarios can be specified and analyzed. For every scenario, a calculation can be
executed.

When starting a project in RAMMS, the processed laser scan data was uploaded
together with the digital terrain model (DTM, 5m) from The Norwegian Polar
Institute and preferably also a map of the region of interest. Christen et al. (2010) used
DEMs with 2.5 and 25 m and found that the DEM resolution had little effect on
predicted run out distances in open areas. For channeled and inhomogeneous terrain,
they found that higher-resolution DEMs are required to yield realistic results. For
large extreme events with high travelling speeds small-scale terrain features do not
seem to have any impact on the result. They also suggested that wet avalanches
travelling at lower speeds require higher resolution DEMs than dry snow avalanches.
The basic topographic input data (NP DEM) is the same for every scenario in one
project, while the other input parameters can be changed for every scenario. When the
topographic data is uploaded, the release area(s) of the avalanche needs to be defined.
The definition of the release area and the release height has a strong impact on the
simulation and therefore the detailed laser scan data is important for this work. From
the scans it should be possible to directly draw the release area of the different
avalanches, and also to find the height of the crown of the avalanche. The release area
polygon shapefiles were drawn in ArcGIS and imported into RAMMS, where they
were converted into release areas. For each imported release area the average snow
depth (m) is entered. Further values for density (kg/m3) and cohesion of the snow
were chosen together with the friction parameters μ and ξ (See section 4.5.4). Finally
the simulation was initiated and results obtained. For each avalanche, the simulation
was run with different parameters until the simulation runout length was equivalent to
the runout length in the scan.
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4.6 Results visualization
4.6.1 Sensitivity mapping
For each simulation the deposition file from RAMMS was imported into ArcMap and
mapped with different colors for each run to show how the dry friction affects the
runout length and with what friction value the simulation best approximates the true
runout length.
4.6.2 Snow depth change calculations
The snow depth change calculations were based on the scanner point cloud data
acquired from the avalanches. Unfortunately there was not available scan data from
before the avalanches were released, so to get a terrain surface with snow depth from
before the avalanche was released the avalanche deposit was removed from the laser
scan point cloud and an interpolation was performed to create a surface showing the
snowpack and variability before the avalanche event.

The snow depth change measurements were performed in ArcMap using the natural
neighbor and raster math minus tools from the Arc Toolbox. First, a natural neighbor
interpolated raster was created from the point cloud data by raster interpolation. Then
the points inside the avalanche polygon (release area, track, runout) were removed
and a new natural neighbor interpolation was performed using the point cloud without
the points representing the avalanche present. The interpolation draws straight lines
from a point on one side of the area of missing points to the corresponding point on
the other side of the area. The result of this is a raster with an approximated snow
surface before the avalanche released. The model does not take in spatial variability
of the snow in the terrain, but makes a uniform surface following the slope. The raster
math minus tool subtracts one raster layer from another, and in this case the raster
without the avalanche, but with a theoretical pre avalanche snow surface inside the
avalanche polygon, is subtracted from the raster with the avalanche. This results in a
raster showing the snow depth change distribution: where the avalanche has eroded or
deposited snow. For the avalanche from Lia, the depth calculations were not done
because at the time the scan was taken the deposit had already been partly removed
from the area, and would hence not give real results for snow depth change in the
avalanche deposit area.
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4.6.3 Max pressure visualization
In hazard mitigation the concept of a hazard map, which identifies dangerous areas
and assigns them into hazard categories, is central. The hazard categories depend on
avalanche frequency and impact pressure, where the latter can be obtained from the
avalanche simulations in RAMMS (Gruber & Bartelt 2007). Impact pressures due to
moving snow are proportional to the avalanche speed squared v2, and the flow density
of the moving material, ρ. This results in that generally, a dry, flowing avalanche is
considered the most destructive, but slush avalanches, which generally have very high
densities, can also have the same destructive potential (McClung & Schaerer 2006).

Avalanche pressure

Damage potential

(kPa)
1

Windows are pressed in and smashed.

5

Doors are pushed in.

30

Wooden constructions and brick buildings are
destroyed

100

Spruce forest is thrown over a large area.

1000

Reinforced concrete structures are damaged or
destroyed

Table 4: Damage potential of avalanches in relation to the pressure of the avalanche
(McClung & Schaerer 2006).

The maximum pressure maps represent the simulations, which showed similar runouts
as the originally scanned avalanches. The max pressure is a good indication for the
damage potential of the avalanches. In this case only one of the avalanches, the Lia
avalanche, hit infrastructure and caused fatalities. Then the pressure map can also be
used as a verification of the RAMMS simulation, as the wooden structures the houses
were built on would break under 30 kPa pressure. For all avalanches, the maximum
pressure maps can be a helpful tool for further hazard mapping, and to identify under
which circumstances evacuations should be executed or roads and snowmobile routes
should be closed.
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Figure 25: Hazard map from Longyearbyen including Lia (Multiconsult 2016).
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5. Results
The results chapter starts with a presentation of the weather in the winter season
2015-2016, and then the simulation results are presented in sections organized by the
steps in the working process. The chapter is divided in 5 sections, addressing the main
observations and results from each of the avalanche locations.

5.1 Meteorological data - winter season 15/16
To get an overview of the weather situation in the winter season 2015/2016 weather
data from the Longyearbyen airport (28 m.a.s.l.) and Gruvefjellet meteorological
stations (464 m.a.s.l.) (Figure 26) are presented in Figure 27. Temperatures and wind
data are collected from Gruvefjellet, while precipitation measurements are collected
from Svalbard Airport. The Gruvefjellet meteorological station is located on
Gruvefjellet plateau mountain and due to this location the station records the regional
airflow with only minor topographical disturbance (Christiansen et al. 2013). The
Gruvefjellet station also gives a better representation of temperatures at the study
sites, which are located from around 50-800 m.a.s.l. For the comparisons between the
temperature and precipitation development from 1961-2010 and today, temperatures
from Svalbard Airport were used. The winter season is calculated from 1/10/2015
until 31/5/2016. The average temperature for this time period was -4,1°C at Svalbard
Airport, and total amount of precipitation 151 mm of precipitation was measured at
the Svalbard Airport station (28 m.a.s.l.).
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Figure 26: Location of weather stations and study locations.

Figure 27: Precipitation values, daily average air temperatures, and average and
maximum daily wind speed from October to May 2015/2016. Temperatures and wind
speed from Gruvefjellet met station and precipitation from Svalbard Airport
meteorological station.
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The highest temperature of the 2015/2016 winter season was observed on 2/10/2015
with an average of 3°C. From 29/12/2015 until 3/1/2016 the average temperature
stayed above 0°C, with the highest average temperature 2,1°C observed on
31/12/2015. Precipitation values of ca. 18 mm were observed on 19/12/2015 and
3/1/2016. Figure 27 also indicates that high amounts of precipitation and strong winds
usually coincide, resulting in snow drift events and deposition of snow on leeward
slopes and cornice accretion in exposed locations (see section 2.6). These events are
conductive to the development of hazardous avalanche conditions, and avalanche
cycles are often observed following these weather events. In December, temperatures
at all elevations were below freezing and precipitation fell as snow, while in January
with temperatures above 0°C the precipitation came as rain causing an extreme rainon-snow event.

Station

Svalbard

Measurement period

1961-1990

Average temperature

Total precipitation

(°C)

(mm)
- 15,1

Airport
Svalbard

(average)
1981-2010

- 11,7

Airport
Svalbard
Airport

52

55
(average)

Winter 2015/2016

- 4,1

151
(one season)

Table 5: Summary of the average winter temperatures, and total precipitation at the
Svalbard Airport (modified from (Førland et al. 2011)).

Compared to the annual winter season temperatures and precipitation measurements
from the Svalbard Airport in the periods from 1961-1990 and 1980-2010 (Table ())
(Førland et al. 2011), the winter of 2015/2016 had much higher average temperatures
and also a much higher total amount of precipitation. During the latest two decades,
the winter warming observed in the Svalbard region shows an increase of 2-3°C per
decade at all meteorological stations. All longer precipitation time series also indicate
an increase in annual precipitation, and from Svalbard Airport the annual measured
precipitation has increased by 2% per decade on average (Førland et al. 2011). Under
changing climatic conditions, which also affect the snow climate, it is important to
have good preliminary tools for snow avalanche simulations, and by obtaining a set of
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standard values of parameters for input in RAMMS, these challenges can also better
be investigated and predicted. The presentation of suggestions for RAMMS input
parameters for the snow conditions in the 2015/2016 winter season follow in section
5.3.

5.2 Laser scan data and mapping
The results are based on terrestrial laser scans of the studied avalanches and the
resolution of the terrain and avalanche feature resolution in the point cloud is
important for the quality of the results. Many factors play a role in the quality of the
obtained data, including the time between avalanche release and the performed
fieldwork, the atmospheric and weather conditions at the time of the scan, the user’s
experience with the scanning equipment, and the accessibility to the location in field.
Each of the scans will be presented with particular focus on the representation of the
avalanche.
5.2.1 Vindodden

Figure 28: Avalanche from Vindodden represented by hillshade from scanner point
cloud.
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The avalanche and location settings
The Vindodden avalanche track is characterized by a steep face in the upper part of
the avalanche with an inclination around 45° in the fracture area and release zone. The
runout zone starts in a narrow gully opening up towards a slightly down-sloping river
eroded plain. The avalanche deposit clearly shows outflow in a pattern with multiple
fingers with varying run-out distances. Around 100 m from the end of the deposit a
cabin is located, in the same track. Luckily, the avalanche did not do any damage to
the cabin, but the cabin would be in the avalanche path if a larger avalanche occurred
with a longer runout length. According to the owner of the cabin, Stig Onarheim, and
neighbors from the closest cabin (personal correspondence) avalanches of this size
have not been observed on this slope the last 20 years.

Weather data
The accurate release date of the avalanche is not known, but the pictures of the release
area and avalanche were taken on 24/3/2016. The fracture in the release area looks
relatively fresh, and it does not appear to have been reworked by the wind, which
indicates that the avalanche is relatively recent. Looking at the weather data, possible
events for the release are around 12-13/3/2016 with temperatures close to 0°C and
strong winds (average 10 m/s, max 20 m/s). These meteorological conditions could
also explain the behavior of the deposit with a mixture of dry and wet avalanche
behavior.

Figure 29: Runout of the Vindodden avalanche (Photo from Hermod Lund)
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Scan data
The Vindodden scan data shows certain weaknesses, as the scanner was placed in a
position where terrain features on the slope were shadowing the avalanche track, and
the whole avalanche was not visible from the scan position. This could easily been
improved by changing positions of the scanner, but the problem was not realized until
the data was later processed. Even though the scan data does not represent the whole
avalanche, it has a good representation of the avalanche deposition, which is the most
important part of the scan in this work, as the runout length is the important factor for
obtaining results with the RAMMS simulations. The scan also shows the terrain
features in the middle and on the top of the slope, which proved useful for merging
the scanner point cloud with the 3D SfM point cloud (see section 4.4.2) and thus
getting good data for the crown and release area of the avalanche. The avalanche track
was mapped based on the shape of the terrain, and as it is running down a narrow
valley the avalanche followed the full width of the valley bottom.
5.2.2 Fritham South – Avalanche 1

Figure 30: Fritham Avalanche 1, represented with scan data and underlying NPI
orthophoto.
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The avalanche and local settings
The slope angle in the release zone of the avalanche is around 42° under the fracture
and 35-40° over the entire release zone. An open face characterizes the upper part of
the slope before the track runs down a gully and opens up again towards the valley
bottom where the avalanche is deposited. Cornice formation on the west side of the
gully is clearly visible in the scan data. The avalanche is not a threat to any buildings
but could run down over the snowmobile track of “Lillerunden” with a longer runout.
This situation has been observed earlier and the basemap (NPI orthophoto) in figure
30 shows the remaining snow during melt season, from what has probably been
deposited by an avalanche reaching further than Avalanche 1.

Weather data
The date of release of the Fritham Avalanche 1 is not known. The avalanche was
scanned 26/2/2016. From the scan, the release area of the avalanche looks well
preserved, and no significant re-working by wind or weather can be observed. The
other Fritham avalanche was observed 6/1/2016, but this avalanche seems to have
more of a wet character than the deposit of Avalanche 1 implies. Looking at the
weather data, the most likely date of avalanche release is on 26/1/2016. This day
strong average winds and temperatures close to 0°C are reported favoring avalanche
release conditions. On 15/1/2016, 7 mm of precipitation is reported, which might also
contribute to the avalanche release at this time.

Scan data
The scan from Avalanche 1 in Fritham shows a clear release area with an undisturbed
crown and also clearly shows the track of the avalanche. The deposit is also well
represented, but the full extent of the deposit is a bit blurry, and preferably the scan
could show a bit more on the right hand side of the deposit. The position of the
scanner in this case was good, with the whole avalanche entrained in the scan, and no
terrain features are shadowing the scan. The scan also has two clear fracture lines
towards the top of the slope, but as the release area for Avalanche 1 is so clear these
fractures have probably released during earlier avalanche events. The scanned deposit
and runout is also rather small compared to the size of the fractures on top of the
slope, which indicate that they are not parts of the same avalanche event. Release
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area, track and runout were all mapped directly from the hillshade model of the
avalanche.

5.2.3 Fritham North – Avalanche 2

Figure 31: Avalanche 2 from Fritham, represented with scan data and underlying
NPI orthophoto.

Avalanche and local settings
This avalanche ran down from the west side of Carl Lundhfjellet into Todalen where
the main snowmobile track from Longyearbyen to Svea is located during winter. The
slope has an open face up top with slope angles from 35-45° in the release area,
before the track leads into a short gully with a cornice formation on the northern side.
The runout area near the valley bottom is open with two ridges on the southern side
catching a small part of the avalanche runout. The deposition is parted in finger
shaped forms spreading out laterally, typically formed by wet avalanches. The runout
ends just a few meters from the snowmobile track, and from the same slope
avalanches have been reported running over the snowmobile track in the past.
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Figure 32: Showing the deposit of avalanche 2, Fritham (Photo from Frede Lamo).

Weather data
The avalanche was reported on RegObs 6/1/2016 and occurred after heavy rainfall
and temperatures above 0°C 3-4/1/2016. From the shape of the avalanche deposit
(Figure 32), it is clearly visible that the slab was wet when it released. No remaining
trace of the release area is visible in the pictures or in the laser scan of the area. The
scan was taken around 2 months after the avalanche released, and reworking by
weather and wind in this time is probably the reason the release area is no longer
visible.

Scan data
The scan from Fritham clearly shows the runout of the avalanche, but the release area
is lacking data. As the scan was taken close to two months after the avalanche
released, the area has probably been loaded with new snow, wind affected, and
structures from the avalanche have been wiped away. Low reflection values and little
texture in the snow might also contribute to the lack of point cloud data. The lack of
data in the release area part of the scan made it quite difficult to know where to map
the release area, but looking at the features in the NPI orthophoto showing remaining
snow during summer and pictures from other events on the same slope some release
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areas were suggested. When the release areas were further examined in RAMMS for
simulations, the simulated runout lengths compared to the observed avalanche deposit
gave an impression of which mapped release area was most similar to the original
release area. Photos of the avalanche exist, but, as with the scan, they are taken close
to two months after the actual release, and no features are shown in the release area.
5.2.4 Lia - Longyearbyen

Figure 33: Avalanche from Lia hitting spisshusene in Longyearbyen.

Avalanche and local settings
The Lia avalanche released from the northern shoulder of Sukkertoppen running
down towards the settlement in road 230. The avalanche has a drop height of about 90
m, a reported fracture height exceeding 3 m with an average height of around 1,5 m,
and the inclination in the fracture zone is around 35°. The avalanche stretched 200 m
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horizontally, hit eleven houses, and stopped against three larger two-story buildings in
the western part of the avalanche (Issler et al. 2016).

Weather data
The Lia avalanche released from the shoulder at Sukkertoppen 19/12/2015 at 10.25
AM. The storm prior to the avalanche started on 16/12 around 12.00 and ended in the
morning of 19/12. The dominating wind direction was from east and at the airport
wind velocities averaged up to 25 m/s, with gusts exceeding 30 m/s. The Gruvefjellet
and Adventdalen weather stations showed measurements in the same range. The mean
temperature during the storm was -5,8°C with a maximum of -0,6°C. The
precipitation record shows 18mm in the morning of 19/12, but reliable snow
precipitation measurements in these strong wind speeds are almost impossible
(Jaedicke et al. 2016).

Scan data
The scan from the Lia avalanche was done around a month after the avalanche
release, and as the avalanche hit residential buildings, removal of snow was done in
between the event and when the scan was performed. The runout length of the
avalanche is still clearly visible from the scan. The release area was no longer clearly
visible at the time the scan was taken, so this was mapped from photos taken short
time after the avalanche release (see section 4.4.4 for more details).

5.3 Back-calculation and Sensitivity testing of friction parameters
The four different avalanches investigated in this thesis are of varying sizes and
volumes, and also have varying terrain underlying the avalanche track. Avalanches
can be classified by volume, dividing them into the classes tiny, small, medium and
large. The avalanche volume affects the friction parameters, and to find a set of
parameters which can be used as a standard in RAMMS, the avalanches were divided
into classes and then compared after volume size.
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Avalanche
Vindodden
Fritham Avalanche 1
Fritham Avalanche 2
Lia

Estimated release volume (m3)
5369
15925
102672
25038

Avalanche size
small (5-25 000 m3)
small (5-25 000 m3)
large (> 60 000 m3)
medium (25-60 000 m3)

Table 6: Overview of avalanche size and volume. Release area volumes estimated in
RAMMS.
The dry friction parameter (μ) was fine-tuned until avalanche runout lengths from
scans and simulations in RAMMS showed the same results. The sensitivity mapping
was performed to show how changing the μ parameter affects the runout length in the
simulations, and how the picking of the parameters that gave runout lengths similar to
the scanned avalanches were done.

For each of the avalanches, a number of simulations were run and the results were
kept in tables to track the different parameters used. The choosing of the friction,
density and cohesion parameters is explained in the methods section 4.5. Eventually
five results for each turbulent friction, with runout lengths close to the real avalanche,
were selected and mapped in ArcMap.
5.3.1 Vindodden

Vindodden
Release area height
Filename (m) and volume (m3)
vind25
1 / 5369
vind20
1 / 5369
vind19
1 / 5369
vind17
1 / 5369
vind18
1 / 5369
vind2
vind9
vind11
vind10
vind27

1 / 5369
1 / 5369
1 / 5369
1 / 5369
1 / 5369

μ

ξ
0,22
0,23
0,24
0,25
0,26

(m/s2)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

0,23
0,24
0,25
0,26
0,27

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Density
Kg/m2
375
375
375
375
375

Cohesion
(Pa)
50
50
50
50
50

375
375
375
375
375

50
50
50
50
50

Table 7: Friction parameters for the Vindodden simulations.
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Figure 34: Vindodden: Mapped runout lengths with constant ξ and changing values
for μ.

The results of the sensitivity mapping for Vindodden generally show a wider
spreading of the avalanche deposit than in the real avalanche. The simulation does not
manage to follow the finger shapes in the deposit, but shows a spreading into two
different fingerlike shapes. In the real avalanche, the left part of the deposit stretches
longer than the rest, while the model simulates the deposit stretching out on the right
side of the deposit. The left hand side of the deposit simulates a separation of that part
of the deposit, but it is directed more to the left and towards the foot of the slope
compared to the real runout.


For the simulation with ξ = 1500 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,24



For the simulation with ξ = 2000 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,25
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5.3.2 Fritham – Avalanche 1

Fritham - Avalanche 1
Release area height
Filename (m) and volume (m3)
gang18
90 / 15925
gang3
90 / 15925
gang2
90 / 15925
gang17
90 / 15925
gang4
90 / 15925
gang2_1
gang2_5
gang2_19
gang2_6
gang2_20

90 / 15925
90 / 15925
90 / 15925
90 / 15925
90 / 15925

μ

ξ
2

0,22
0,23
0,24
0,25
0,26

(m/s )
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

0,25
0,26
0,27
0,28
0,29

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Density
(Kg/m2)
375
375
375
375
375

Cohesion
(Pa)
50
50
50
50
50

375
375
375
375
375

50
50
50
50
50

Table 8: Friction parameters from Fritham Avalanche 1.

Figure 35: Fritham – Avalanche 1: Mapped runout lengths with constant ξ and
changing values for μ.
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The simulations of the smaller avalanche in Fritham generally show wider avalanche
deposits than the real deposit.


For the simulation with ξ = 1500 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,24



For the simulation with ξ = 2000 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,27

5.3.3 Fritham – Avalanche 2
Fritham – Avalanche 2
Filename Release area height μ
(m) and volume (m3)
vind2_15
1,2 / 102672
0,18
vind2_14
1,2 / 102672
0,20
vind2_13
1,2 / 102672
0,22
vind2_11
1,2 / 102672
0,24
vind2_9
1,2 / 102672
0,26
vind2_19
vind2_18
vind2_16
vind2_7
vind2_17

1,2 / 102672
1,2 / 102672
1,2 / 102672
1,2 / 102672
1,2 / 102672

0,22
0,23
0,24
0,25
0,26

ξ
(m/s2)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Density
(kg/m2)
375
375
375
375
375

Cohesion
(Pa)
50
50
50
50
50

375
375
375
375
375

50
50
50
50
50

Table 9: Friction parameters from Fritham Avalanche 2.
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Figure 36: Fritham – Avalanche 2: Mapped runout lengths with constant ξ and
changing values for μ.

The runout of the larger Fritham avalanche had two distinct fingers, which the
simulation did not succeed to reconstruct. It does show a further outreach for the
northernmost finger and a good shape similar to the true avalanche, but it is located
further to the right than the actual arm. The southernmost arm is not successfully
simulated. The simulations generally show a wider spreading than the true runout. In
the southern part of the image of the avalanches two ridges are visible. These ridges
slowed down the real avalanche but have not seemed to do the same in the simulation.


For the simulation with ξ = 1500 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,22



For the simulation with ξ = 2000 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,24
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5.3.4 Lia – Longyearbyen

Lia
Filename
lia4_10
lia4_9
lia4_8
lia4_7
lia4_5

Release area height
(m) and volume (m3)
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038

lia4_16
lia4_15
lia4_11
lia4_4
lia4_12

3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038
3 & 1 / 25038

μ
0,18
0,20
0,22
0,24
0,26

ξ
(m/s2)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

0,19
0,21
0,23
0,25
0,27

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Density
(kg/m2)
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375

Cohesion
(Pa)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 10: Friction parameters from Lia.

Figure 37: Lia: Mapped runout lengths with constant ξ and changing values for μ.

Different from the other avalanches, the sensitivity mapping from the Lia avalanche is
done with steps of 0,2 for μ. This is done to be able to clearly show how the change of
μ changes the runout length. The Lia simulations also generally show a wider
spreading than the actual avalanche, and it shows just to some extent the breaking
factor of the houses on the left side of the deposit. As the houses the avalanche hit
have probably slowed the avalanche down a tongue is created at the right (north) side
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of the deposit. Especially on the right side of the deposit the simulations show a much
wider spreading than the real avalanche.


For the simulation with ξ = 1500 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,18



For the simulation with ξ = 2000 the real runout length of the avalanche was
reached with μ = 0,21

5.3.5 General observations of friction parameters
A general trend for the simulations of the avalanches is that they have a wider runout
than the observed avalanches, and the simulations do not obtain the same finger
shapes in the simulated runouts as in the observed runouts.

Table 11 is showing the friction parameters of the avalanches simulated with the
closest runout lengths to the length of the runouts of the observed and scanned
avalanches. The results show constant friction values between: 0,20 ≤ μ ≤ 0,24 for
ξ = 1500 and 0,21 ≤ μ ≤ 0,27, with average values μ = 0,23 for ξ = 1500 and μ = 0,24
for ξ = 2000.

Location
Vindodden

Avalanche size
small

Fritham 1

small

Fritham 2

large

Lia

medium

μ

ξ
0,24
0,25
0,24
0,27
0,22
0,24
0,20
0,21

1500
2000
1500
2000
1500
2000
1500
2000

Table 11: Final results of friction parameters from runout length analysis.
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5.4 Snow distribution
The snow distribution maps are created by removing the avalanche release zone, track
and runout and interpolating the snow surface to try to recreate the snow surface
before the avalanche released (see description in section 4.6.2). The interpolation
works well on relatively flat open slopes, but where the terrain is undulating, the
interpolation will not take curvatures into account and smooth the terrain. Over
ridges, the snow distribution map will therefore show accumulation, and over gullies
and channels erosion.
5.4.1 Vindodden

Figure 38: Snow depth distribution in the runout zone of the Vindodden avalanche.

For the Vindodden avalanche, only the snow distribution in the deposition zone of the
avalanche is shown, because there is no point cloud data available for snow
distribution mapping in the release area and the track. The distribution shows red
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color with negative values in the part of the runout coming out of the valley,
indicating erosion, while the end where the slope opens up with blue color shows
positive values indicating deposition. The deposit values indicate deposit heights up
to 1,5-2,5 m. The red area of the deposit indicates erosion, which is probably an error
resulting from the interpolation method, as described in the former section.
5.4.2 Fritham – Avalanche 1

Figure 39: Snow distribution in the smaller Fritham avalanche.

The snow distribution map for Fritham Avalanche 1 clearly indicates how snow is
removed in the release area and eroded and entrained in the avalanche track through
the narrower gully before the blue color indicates deposition in the runout zone of the
avalanche. The main part of the deposit area shows values from 0,5-1,5 m. In figure
35 the runout of the avalanche is mapped to start already in the upper part of the
narrowing gully, while the distribution map shows both erosion and deposition in this
area.
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5.4.3 Fritham – Avalanche 2

Figure 40: Snow distribution in the larger Fritham avalanche 2.

The snow distribution map for Fritham avalanche 2 clearly shows differences in
erosion and deposit areas, but does also show some suspicious values. In the release
zone of the avalanche, the blue color indicates deposition, which is probably a result
of the interpolation of the surface where the avalanche part of the point cloud is
removed. The positive values might result from the slight convex curvature in the
release zone, which the interpolation smooths out as a flat surface and then results in
positive values when the interpolated raster is subtracted from the raster with the
avalanche point cloud surface. From just below the release area and further down
through the track, negative values indicate erosion also through the gully. When the
slope opens up to the runout zone, the deposition is a mix of negative and positive
values indicating that the model is not able to interpolate the values in the uneven
avalanche deposit with the many fingers spreading out. The underlying terrain might
also factor into the result. Around the edge of the deposit, positive values show the
outline of the avalanche deposition with deposit heights of up to 1,5-2,5 m.
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5.5 Maximum Pressure Visualizations
The maximum pressure of an avalanche is mainly presented to give an indication of
the forces present in an avalanche on its way down the slope. In cases where an
avalanche hits infrastructure or other obstacles, the damage can give a good indication
of the avalanche’s impact pressure (kPa) by the severity of the damage. The potential
damage of different impact pressures are given in Table 4. In this case the Lia
avalanche is the only one where infrastructure was damaged, where houses built on
wooden pillars were displaced up to 80 m (Issler et al. 2016). Knowing that the
impact pressure for destruction of wood-framed structures is around 30 kPa (Table 4)
the impact pressure can also be used as a tool for verification of the RAMMS
simulation for this particular avalanche.

For each of the studied avalanches, the maximum pressure distribution is presented
for the simulated runout length closest to the true runout length for both friction
values: ξ = 1500 m/s2 and ξ = 2000 m/s2.
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5.5.1 Vindodden

Figure 41: Visualization of maximum pressure in the Vindodden avalanche.

The maximum pressure is clearly highest from the starting point and release of the
avalanche, and the pressure remains high values all the way down through the narrow
gully, before the snow is pushed out in more open terrain where the avalanche debris
is deposited and the pressure decreases. The maps show that the pressure in the
deposit shows the same deposition pattern as the mapped runout lengths. When the
avalanche does not hit any obstacles that could give an impression of degree of
damage the maximum pressure does not really give any specific information. In this
case, if the avalanche would have reached the cabin located around a hundred meters
in front of the runout, any damage done to the cabin could validate the impact
pressures modeled in RAMMS. In RAMMS it is also possible to simulate a larger
avalanche and see under which circumstances (size of release area, snow depth in
release area and friction coefficients) an avalanche could potentially reach and
damage the cabin.
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5.5.2 Fritham – Avalanche 1 and 2

Figure 42: Visualization of maximum pressure in the Fritham – Avalanche 1.

Figure 43: Visualization of maximum pressure in the Fritham – Avalanche 2.
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The Fritham avalanches do not pose any particular threat to the cabins located at
Fritham just on the other side (north-west) of the valley from the avalanche areas
studied. The snowmobile track for “the little round” on the other hand runs straight in
front of the runout of avalanche 1 and 2. It is difficult to verify the max pressure
values, but the maps give a good indication that the avalanches only with meters
longer runout lengths would hit the snowmobile track, which is a popular winter route
for people driving from Longyearbyen. Avalanches with impact pressures of 10 kPa
could bury, injure or kill a person (McClung & Schaerer 2006; Rudolf-Miklau et al.
2014), and thus the maximum pressure visualizations and RAMMS simulations are
important for determining the conditions when avalanches could be running over the
snowmobile track and be a threat to people driving through. Avalanche 1 shows lower
max pressure values towards the end of the runout and pressure is clearly descending
when the slope flattens out, but as visible from the orthophoto (NPI) underneath the
max pressure visualization avalanches from the same slope can have longer runouts
that would also get higher pressure values towards the front.
5.5.3 Longyearbyen - Lia

Figure 44: Visualization of maximum pressure in the Lia avalanche.

The avalanche from Lia hit a few two-story apartment buildings and hit and displaced
11 of the “spisshus” located just at the bottom of the slope. Houses from two of the
rows of “spisshus” were hit and the four houses from the uppermost row were
displaced by up to 80 m (Issler et al. 2016). The larger two-story buildings located in
the western part of the avalanche were not damaged.
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Figure 45: Displacement of houses after the Lia avalanche 19/12/2015 (Photo from
Svalbardposten, Christopher Engås).

The result shows maximum pressures of 30-100 kPa where the avalanche hit the
houses in Lia, which were built upon wooden poles drilled down into the permafrost.
Wooden constructions and brick buildings are destroyed around 30 kPa (Table 4) and
this value is reached also in the pressure maps from the simulations. The simulation
with the highest friction ξ = 2000 shows slightly larger areas with higher max
pressure values than is observed with the lower friction value. As the displacement
and destruction of the wooden constructions in the “spisshus” houses imply avalanche
impact pressures of 30 kPa the simulation seems to simulate the pressure with
reasonable values, but needs further testing to be able to use this as verification of the
simulations.
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6. Discussion
In this chapter the data described in the result chapter (Chapter 5) is discussed, and
the methods used in this study reviewed. The chapter is split into sections paralleling
the steps in the working process, and at the end of the chapter some suggestions for
further work are made.

6.1 Field work and data collection
The fieldwork proved that optimal weather conditions and experience working with
the laser scanner equipment is essential for high quality data collection. This is clearly
visible in the data collected in Vindodden, where inexperience with the laser scanner
negatively affected the resulting scan data. Lessons were learned on how to locate the
scanner relative to the actual slope, and how terrain features might cause shadowing
in the scan. Experience with using equipment is extremely important, and advice from
experienced users should be the starting point if inexperienced people are to work and
obtain data with the laser scanner equipment.

It was also experienced that low visibility and/or precipitation in the air lead to
suboptimal conditions for obtaining laser scan data, and some scans taken in these
conditions did not provide enough data to be included in the results. Moisture in the
air and generally low visibility decrease the range of the laser signal and might cause
lower resolution, or even missing data, in the part of the scanned area furthest away
from the scanner location. When scanning an avalanche, an easy and safe location for
placing the scanner is often from a position at the end of the runout zone of the
avalanche, especially in narrow valleys that commonly characterize the terrain in
Svalbard. This leads to longer distances from the scanner to the release zone of the
avalanche. In low visibility conditions, this increased distance can cause low
resolution data in the release area. Thus, additional data on the avalanche release,
such as photographs of the avalanche crown in the release area, proved important and
helpful to obtain good background data for the work with RAMMS simulations.

In many cases, it can be difficult to know the exact release date of the avalanches, as
the polar night from November to February and the relative remoteness of the study
area outside of Longyearbyen can hinder avalanche observation. Here observations
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from RegObs provided supplemental observational data, but not all events are
observed at a time that makes it possible to distinguish the exact release time.
Weather data analysis can prove helpful to infer periods when avalanche activity
would be more likely which, when combined with observational data, can be used to
better constrain the timing of avalanche release.

6.2 Laser scan data representation
In dynamic avalanche modeling, the areas and volumes of snow released in the
starting zone, and consequently the fracture heights are key input parameters (Prokop
et al. 2015). In this work a RIEGL VZ-6000 terrestrial laser scanner was used to
obtain spatial snow depth data from four avalanches in the area in and around
Longyearbyen. In addition to focusing on release area, volume, and fracture height,
data on avalanche runout length and the snow distribution in the avalanche deposits
was obtained and processed.

For obtaining high-resolution point cloud data in a safe and risk-free way, the laser
scanner proved a helpful tool. All scans included important data on the runout lengths
of the avalanches. Some of the scans had good resolution data on release area and
fracture heights, while some were used in combination with other methods
(Photogrammetry: SfM, image observations) to further obtain and include useable
spatial data on release area, snow distribution, and fracture heights. In addition to the
reflectivity of the scanner surface, the conditions when scanning (weather, visibility)
are important for the point cloud resolution and scan quality. Optimal laser scanning
data will be obtained when the release area is clearly visible and good reflectivity
contrasts exist between the release area and surrounding areas. When the distance
from the laser scanner to the release area increases – especially under circumstances
where reflectivity values are lower or contrasts in the snowpack are lacking –
obtaining valuable data from the laser scanner can be difficult, as has been discussed
in other works on the applicability of laser scanners for avalanche research (Prokop
2008)
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6.3 Release area and fraction height definition
Release areas were manually drawn in ArcMap based on laser scan data, SfM
photogrammetry 3D model, images of the release areas, and NPI orthophotos. For
Vindodden and Fritham (avalanche 2) more potential release areas were drawn, as no
accurate data was obtained on the extent of the release areas from laser scans or
images. The release areas were further imported into RAMMS where initial
simulations were run with the automatically generated friction parameters, and a
decision was made on which release area was giving most reasonable results of the
runout area based on the laser scans.

The various complimentary methods for defining release areas all proved useable in
practice, as usable results were obtained for release area location and extent. The
analysis proved that different methods can be used in combination to improve the
results, and this also gives a good indication of how methods can be combined to
obtain even better data in future projects. The different methods also work under
different conditions and can complement each other when one method is not available
or will not obtain good results under certain conditions.

For the laser scans with high-resolution data from the whole avalanche path, from
release area to deposition, the processing of data from point cloud optimization in
RiSCAN to visualization in ArcMap is relatively efficient and easy. In RiSCAN,
distances can be measured between points to obtain fracture heights, and by making
raster surfaces in ArcMap, like hillshade models, mapping of different avalanche
features gives precise reproductions of the avalanches. The reproduction of the release
areas were more challenging in the cases where point cloud data was missing from the
release area, but including other alternative methods proved successful. From the SfM
3D model at Vindodden (Section 4.4.2), the crown could be mapped and the fracture
could be measured to give an idea of the fracture depth. This method has been
successfully used in other cases to obtain fracture lines and depths (Gauthier et al.
2014) and is a cheap and easy way to complement the laser scan data. Today, most
people have smartphones with high resolution cameras, or digital cameras, which can
give even better results. This is light and user friendly equipment which easily can be
brought in field and provide a useful dataset, which can also be shared through open
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public platforms like RegObs. Images where terrain or infrastructure can be
recognized in maps or scans also proved helpful where there was a lack of point cloud
data. SfM photogrammetry is an easy way to obtain a sufficient dataset, but in
Svalbard in the months with polar night getting enough light for useable images might
be difficult. Snow with little contrast and texture is challenging in photogrammetry,
and in very limited light conditions it is even worse. The release area of the Lia
avalanche was mapped by looking at images of the release area, and matching this to
terrain features and buildings and gave a satisfactory result.

Images were obtained from both before and after the avalanche released in Lia. The
images were not taken with the intention to use them for SfM photogrammetry, but
they were collected in this project in an attempt to create 3D models of the release
area and fracture, and provide additional information of the avalanche volume, as the
laser scans were performed after much of the debris material had been removed. SfM
requires that at least three images have traceable features and also a degree of motion
between the taken images. The photos taken before the Lia avalanche were shot from
nearly the same positions, hence difficult to use, and the relatively low lights in the
pictures also affect the texturing. The images taken after the avalanche were simply
too different and contained too much motion. As a result, the SfM software was
unable to resolve a sufficient number of common points. Multiple attempts on
processing the images with AGISOFT were performed, but no satisfactory result was
obtained. By performing a more extensive processing with manual point picking and
measurements it might be possible to reconstruct a 3D model, but the quality of the
outcome was uncertain and it was not done in this case.

6.4 RAMMS
The four avalanches in the area in and around Longyearbyen were used to verify
friction parameters and test the two-dimensional avalanche dynamics in the program
RAMMS. For all four avalanches, the runout length and general flow direction were
successfully simulated, as were the impact pressure forces on at the destroyed houses
in the Lia avalanche.
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6.4.1 DEM resolution
The simulations were performed with 5 m DEMs for all avalanches, which seemed to
be sufficient for obtaining the true runout lengths, but caused a bit of trouble with
simulating the snow distribution in the avalanche deposits. This is also pointed out in
other projects working with both fine and coarse DEM resolutions, which showed that
for undulating rough terrain, finer DEM resolutions are required, especially for small
avalanche events (volume < 25000 m3) (Christen et al. 2010). Another important
observation from Christen et al. (2010) is that for wet snow avalanches travelling at
lower speeds than dry snow avalanches, higher-resolution DEMs may be required.
Both the Fritham 2 and the Vindodden avalanche have deposits with tongue or finger
shaped tracks which indicates wet snow, and a finer resolution of used DEMs could
contribute to better simulations - especially of the morphology of the deposit - for
these two avalanches. As the main goal in this project was to obtain runout lengths the
simulation data is sufficient for the results, but for further investigations the laser
scanner could be used to obtain higher resolution DEMs of avalanche prone slopes
both without and with snow throughout the winter season. This data could further be
used to show the development of the snowpack through the season and give important
information on spatial variability and snow distribution on the slopes. If an avalanche
releases on the slope, it will then be possible to obtain information on the snow
conditions causing the release of the avalanche and on the underlying terrain features
that might also affect where avalanches typically occur. Many areas are easily
accessible in winter when snowmobiles can be used as mean of transportation, but
obtaining laser scan data from these areas in summer would include hiking with heavy
equipment over long distances and would be very time consuming, or expensive with
transportation like helicopter. For locations accessible from the roads in and around
Longyearbyen it would be possible to choose localities where slopes could be
monitored the whole season for creating high-resolution datasets, which could be used
to further validation of the RAMMS simulations.
6.4.2 Friction parameters
With the applied friction parameters shown in Table 11 RAMMS was able to simulate
the runout distances and general flow of all four avalanches. Friction parameters
corresponding with the original avalanche runout lengths from the laser scans were
obtained. The goal was to identify parameters which can be used as guidelines when
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simulating avalanches from the Nordenskiöld Land region, and according to SLF’s
guidelines, the turbulent friction parameters were set to ξ = 1500 and ξ = 2000.
Further, the results for the dry friction showed values between: 0,20 ≤ μ ≤ 0,27 with a
variation a variation of μ = 0,04 for ξ = 1500 and μ = 0,06 for ξ = 2000 which is a
variation of around 30%, but as so few avalanches were investigated further statistical
analyses were not used. In Table 11, suggested friction parameters from the VoellmySalm model are presented and values obtained from the runout simulations, in this
work, fits in the range of the μ friction values suggested. The obtained values in this
project show a good indication of frictional values, which can be used for runout
length simulations of avalanches in the Nordenskiöld Land region.
6.4.3 Avalanche classification
The avalanches were classified in three different sizes, two small, one medium and
one large avalanche (table 6). The smaller avalanches showed the highest μ friction
values, while the medium avalanche showed the lowest friction values. There is thus
no direct connection between the size of the avalanche and the μ friction based on
these results, but in each case the highest μ friction values were observed together
with the highest ξ friction values. The Fritham 1 avalanche was classified as small,
and for ξ = 2000 the μ friction for the true runout length was μ = 0,27, which is
slightly higher compared to the other μ results, and might indicate that for this small
avalanche the ξ = 2000 is too high for the simulation of this avalanche. However, this
needs to be further investigated by comparing these results with more avalanches of
the same size and occurring under similar conditions to better validate this conclusion.

The different weather situations influencing the different avalanche releases and the
differing morphology of the observed deposits can also be used for classifying the
avalanches as either dry or wet slab avalanches. Under different snow conditions,
certain modifications of the parameters should be done, and distinguishing between
dry and wet behavior can improve the process of finding a set of parameters for the
Svalbard avalanche climate. In addition to weather data, the morphology of the
avalanche deposition gives information on the snow properties. The results does not
show any particular differences between wet and dry snow behavior, but for further
research with more avalanches included in the study, it would be interesting to
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observe if the weather conditions at the time of the release, and the moisture in the
snow affect the friction parameters when simulating runout length.
6.4.4 Density and cohesion parameters
A density of 375 kg/m3 was suggested for the Svalbard snowpack by both Winther et
al. (2003) and Eckerstorfer and Christiansen (2013), and this density value was
chosen for the simulations in RAMMS, as no further investigations on snow density
were done in field. For the Lia avalanche the density in the release area was estimated
to 200-300 kg/m3 considering the formation conditions (Issler et al. 2016). This
indicates that the value of 375 kg/m3 might not work for all avalanches in Svalbard,
and should be a part of measurements done in field together with laser scanning, if the
conditions allow the measurements to be made in a safe way. In the initial testing
phase of this project, some tests were done with different density parameters, but
changing the values from 300 to 375 kg/m3 did not show any significant changes of
the runout length, and therefore 375 kg/m3 was set as a fixed parameter for the
simulations. The cohesion parameter was set to 50 Pa from suggested cohesion for
dry and wet snow by SLF (2014) (Table 3). As pointed out in section (), the
avalanches have released under different weather conditions, with different snow
properties, and if the avalanche events were classified in dry and wet, a higher value
for cohesion could be implemented. This might help the simulations of the “finger”
shaped depositional patterns observed from wet snow avalanches.
6.4.5 Damage potential / pressure maps
The maximum pressure forces in an avalanche give information regarding the damage
potential of the avalanche, and are an important factor in avalanche hazard mapping.
Verifying the simulated pressure is difficult, as only one of the avalanches hit material
that can provide validation information on the damage potential and related pressure
values. The maximum pressure results for the Lia avalanche (Figure 44) indicate that
the houses were hit by a force over 30 kPa which is sufficient to destroy wooden
constructions (Table 4), as was also observed. One observation is not enough to draw
a conclusion to the validity of the simulated pressures, but the results indicate that the
simulations give values in a reasonable range. This indicates that with further
validation of the pressure simulations with similar results as obtained in this work, the
RAMMS model can be used for hazard mapping with regards to runout length and
avalanche pressure.
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6.5 Suggestions for further work
The research in this master thesis provides some data for further research on verifying
RAMMS simulations with parameters set for the snowpack in Svalbard. To further
extend and improve the work more data needs to be collected and implemented.

For further work, a defined observation route with, for example, weekly observation
trips could give better and more certain data, and make it easier to include more data
into a further analysis of avalanche events. With more frequent observation rounds it
would be easier to distinguish the specific timing of the event and the conditions of
the release. A few scan locations could be established, where a scan would be done
for each observation round, preferably at a spot where avalanches are expected during
the season. Another important component that could be implemented is more
thorough snowpack measurements with associated snow density measurements. For
the RAMMS simulations, testing different parameter sets with further classification
and differentiation of the avalanches (size, wet/dry snow) would provide more
reliable results.

In Nordenskiöld Land three weather stations are measuring precipitation; Svalbard
airport, Adventdalen and Sveagruva. All these locations are close to sea level, and
does not represent the high spatial variability of the terrain and very local weather and
snow conditions that are typical for the region. During winter when precipitation
comes down as snow, often in combination with strong winds, the precipitation
measurements underestimate the amounts of precipitation (Goodison et al. 1998).
Most precipitation gauges are raised above ground and influenced by the wind action,
leading to this underestimation (Humlum 2002; Eckerstorfer 2012). For extreme
events, like the storm before the Lia avalanche released, where only 18 mm of
precipitation was reported prior to the avalanche, the wind transported large amounts
of snow, which was deposited on leeward slopes. Thus, a system of local snow depth
measurements on exposed slopes, like Lia, with real time measurements could
provide detailed information on how the snowpack changes through the season and
also give valuable data on amounts of snow by wind loading. These measurements
would provide information, which could improve input for avalanche simulations,
avalanche forecasting and avalanche hazard maps.
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7. Conclusion
The main aims of this thesis were to investigate real avalanche events using terrestrial
laser scanned data for avalanches from the 2015/2016 winter season for validation of
the two-dimensional numerical avalanche model RAMMS. Emphasis was put on
combining methods from fieldwork and investigating which methods can potentially
compliment laser scan data to improve the obtained dataset for further results in
RAMMS. The gathered data was processed and analyzed to answer the objectives
introduced in Chapter 1, and conclude the following:


Using a terrestrial laser scanner as a tool in the field is an effective, safe and
time efficient method for obtaining high spatial resolution snow distribution
data on a slope, and for obtaining important data on avalanches for further use
in avalanche simulations.



The combination of high-resolution point cloud data from the laser scanner
and Structure from Motion photogrammetry provides the data needed for
defining avalanche fracture, release area, and runout lengths. The combination
of methods can provide supplementary source data where needed.



Obtaining high- resolution point cloud data from a laser scanner requires a
high budget and good experience with the equipment, SfM is cost efficient and
user friendly, and requires little experience.



Using observations of four different avalanche events in “the high arctic
maritime snow climate” as a validation dataset, a relatively limited set of
parameters can recreate the runout length and impact pressure of avalanches in
RAMMS.

Thus, RAMMS provides a helpful tool for reproducing runout lengths and avalanche
impact pressure, but further work with larger datasets is needed to settle on certain,
more standardized values for Svalbard’s unique setting, like the Swiss guidelines for
friction parameters in RAMMS from SLF, for use in hazard mapping, avalanche
protection measures, and forecasting of avalanche hazard.
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